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i

Abstract

Secure multi-party computation (MPC) allows mutually distrusting parties to perform se-
cure distributed computations. The aim is to enable them to compute a common function
while at the same time preserving the privacy of the inputs. Coding algorithms can correct
errors in data that was modi�ed during transmission. In this thesis, we consider the prob-
lem of secure multiparty computation of the decoding algorithm of error-correcting codes.
This will be useful for applications where privacy is required, but noisy data is present. An
example is comparing biometrics. To be able to do authentication based on a biometric
measurement, an initial biometric measurement is combined with a codeword to form helper
data, which is saved for later use. During the authentication procedure, a new biometric
measurement is performed and it is added to the helper data. The result is a codeword
plus an error, which equals the di�erence between the two biometric measurements. To
guarantee privacy, all data is shared and the computations are done using MPC techniques.

We begin this thesis by studying protocols to perform secure arithmetic over �nite �elds.
In this context, a �rst result of the thesis is an improved polynomial multiplication algo-
rithm. The improvement results in a factor of m fewer local computations with respect to
the best polynomial multiplication algorithm available from literature [MF06]. In the sec-
ond part of the thesis, we focus on decoding algorithms for Reed-Solomon codes, since these
codes have been used extensively and exhibit powerful error-correcting capabilities. We
consider four existing algorithms to decode Reed-Solomon codes. These are the Berlekamp-
Massey (BM) algorithm, an inverse-free version of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, the
binary GCD based algorithm and the Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm. A variation on the
Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm is proposed as well, which uses subresultants to compute the
remainder after polynomial division. These �ve algorithms are transformed into secure
variants and their complexities are fully explored. The secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol
and the secure subresultants protocol leak information on the degree of the remainder after
polynomial division, while the secure BM, the secure inverse-free BM and the secure binary
GCD protocols do not leak any information. The round and communication complexities
are analysed as well as the complexities for local computations. It turns out the secure
subresultants protocol has the lowest round complexity, according to our analysis, while
the secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol has the highest round complexity. Since this last pro-
tocol also leaks information, it is the 'worst' in our classi�cation. On the other hand, the
secure binary GCD protocol does not leak any information, and has a slightly lower round
complexity than the secure BM protocol and the secure inverse-free BM protocol. The com-
munication and local computations complexities of the secure binary GCD protocol are
signi�cantly lower than these complexities in the secure BM and in the secure inverse-free
BM protocols. The inverse-free BM algorithm was designed to decrease the complexity
of the BM algorithm by eliminating the inverse computation. The main di�erence is a
summation in the inverse-free BM algorithm that turns out to be very computationally
expensive. This makes the secure BM protocol perform better in every aspect than the
secure inverse-free BM protocol.
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1 Introduction

Secure multiparty computation allows mutually distrusting parties to perform secure dis-
tributed computations on data private to these parties, or more generally on any set of
secret data. The output of the computations, which can be public or private, has to be
correct. A private output can be used as input to other multiparty computations. The
protocol needs to be secure, which means it may not leak information on the private inputs,
other than what can be learned from the output of the computation. Usually, the function
to be computed itself is publicly known.

Coding is a method to control the errors in data transmission. The idea is that the
sender adds redundant information to the message he is going to send, so the receiver
can still read the message although it may be modi�ed. Coding is used, for example, in
the identifying number of books and on CDs. Coding makes it possible to compare noisy
data, such as biometrics. Two biometrics will never be exactly the same. To be able to
do authentication based on a biometric measurement, an initial biometric measurement
is combined with a codeword to form helper data, which is saved for later use. During
the authentication procedure, a new biometric measurement is performed and it is added
to the helper data. The result is a codeword plus an error, which equals the di�erence
between the two biometric measurements. Depending on the weight of this vector, the
biometrics are considered coming from the same source or from di�erent sources.

The goal of this thesis is to design 'secure distributed error-correction' protocols, which
perform secure multiparty computation of the decoding algorithm of error-correcting codes,
an interesting problem in itself. For instance, biometric information is regarded as highly
sensitive, so actually you do not want to compare them in the clear as is done above.
And since biometrics are noisy, they can not be compared using 'standard' secure multi-
party computation techniques. The combination of these primitives o�ers the possibility
to securely decode noisy data, as to compare two biometric measurements without anyone
knowing either of the measurements. This method is not only useful for the comparison
of biometrics, but may also be used for private matching of datasets, such as online social
networks. Assume you have a pro�le on the internet which contains information about
your hobbies and things you are really not interested in. You want to keep this informa-
tion private, but on the other hand you also want to �nd friends with the same interests.
Sharing the data takes care of the privacy, while the error-correction part can �nd a good
match by comparing your 'vector' of interests with the others.
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1.1 Background

Schemes combining privacy and error-correction are fuzzy extractors, constructed by Dodis
et al. [DRS04]. A fuzzy extractor, Figure 1.1, extracts a uniformly random string R and a
helper string P from the input w in a noise-tolerant way. Noise-tolerance means the string
R can be reproduced exactly from the helper string P and w′ close to w. R is stored and
when authentication is required, R′ is reproduced from P and w′ and it is checked if R = R′

is correct. A secure sketch, Figure 1.2, is part of a fuzzy extractor. It can reconstruct noisy
data exactly. After the input w, a sketch s is output. w can be recovered from s and w′

close enough to w. But the result is not uniformly distributed and therefore the fuzzy
extractor is build around it.

Figure 1.1: Fuzzy extractor

Figure 1.2: Secure sketch

The security analysis of fuzzy extractors focuses on the scenario of a user enrolled in a
single biometric system. In reality, a user is probably enrolled in many biometric sys-
tems. Tracking users enrolled in di�erent systems is proven to be possible, [BBG+08] and
[STP09], which makes fuzzy extractors no longer private for practical applications. We
propose a new scheme where we consider secure multiparty computation of the decoding
of Reed-Solomon codes.

Reed-Solomon codes are widely used in digital storage devices and digital communica-
tion standards. They were developed in 1960 by Irving S. Reed and Gustave Solomon
[RS60]. At that time an e�cient decoding algorithm was not known. In 1967 Berlekamp
[Ber67] presented an algorithm for decoding nonbinary BCH-codes, which a Reed-Solomon
code also is. Massey [Mas69] simpli�ed the algorithm and the algorithm is known as the
Berlekamp-Massey decoding algorithm. An inversefree version by Reed, Shih and Truong
appeared in 1991 [RST91]. Other decoding algorithms for Reed-Solomon codes are the
Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm [SKH75] and the binary GCD algorithm for computing error
locator polynomials by Arguello [Arg05], based on the binary GCD algorithm from Stein
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[Ste67].

Multiparty computation was introduced by Yao [Yao82]. Two types of multiparty computa-
tion can be distinguished: multiparty computation based on secret sharing and multiparty
computation based on homomorphic encryption. This thesis focuses on the �rst type which
is in the information-theoretic model.

Addition and multiplication protocols for multiparty computation are given by Ben-Or,
Goldwasser andWigderson [BGW88] and simpli�ed by Gennaro, Rabin and Rabin [GRR98].
Bar-Ilan and Beaver described, amongst others, the generation of a random �eld element
and the computation of the inverse of a nonzero �eld element [BB89]. Following Cramer
and Dåmgard, [CD01], the determinant of a shared matrix can be securely computed.
Damgård et. al. [DFK+06] introduced the bit-decomposition of a shared �eld element and
can thereby securely compute whether the element is equal to zero and do the less-than
comparison. Mohassel and Franklin [MF06] studied polynomial operations in the shared
coe�cients setting and constructed protocols for polynomial multiplication and polynomial
division with remainder.

1.2 Thesis outline

In Chapter 2 the algorithms from Euclid and Stein to compute the greatest common divisor
are introduced. They are followed by the explanation of subresultants, since these matri-
ces have some useful properties regarding Euclid's extended algorithm, and Karatsuba, a
fast multiplication method. Thereafter we will explain multiparty computation and give a
short introduction to coding theory.

Chapter 3 shows di�erent secure arithmetic protocols and their complexity is analysed.
In Chapter 4 secure polynomial arithmetic protocols are presented and analysed. The pro-
tocols of both Chapter 3 and 4 are implemented in Mathematica in Appendix A.

The main goal of this thesis, creating secure distributed error-correction protocols, is
presented in Chapter 5. Reed-Solomon codes will be de�ned and after that the focus
will be on secure computation of the error locator polynomial and the error evaluator
polynomial, needed to decode Reed-Solomon codes. Five algorithms will be studied and
transformed into secure versions. The �rst one is the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, the
�rst e�cient algorithm to decode Reed-Solomon codes. The next one is the inverse-free
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, introduced to remove the most expensive operation from
the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. The third algorithm is related to the binary GCD al-
gorithm from Stein. Euclid's extended algorithm is the basis of both the fourth and the
�fth algorithm, the Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm and the algorithm based on subresultants.
The idea is to apply Euclid's extended algorithm until the degree of the remainder is lower
than a certain value. At that point, the error locator and error evaluator polynomial can
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be computed.

The performance of these �ve secure decoding protocols for Reed-Solomon codes will be
analysed counting the number of rounds, the total number of bits sent, the number of local
multiplications for each party and the number of reconstructions each party has to do.



2 Preliminaries

In this chapter some basic cryptographic concepts and mathematical tools, which will be
used throughout the rest of the thesis, are discussed. In particular the multiparty compu-
tation settings and assumptions will be discussed and an introduction to error-correcting
codes will be given. We will also discuss arithmetic algorithms to compute the greatest
common divisor and to do fast multiplication and we will explain how the complexity will
be measured.

Fields of �nite cardinality, also called Galois �elds, play an important role in cryptog-
raphy and coding theory and will be used extensively throughout the thesis. Finite �elds
are used in most of the known constructions of codes. Fq, where q is a prime or a prime
power, is written for the �nite �eld of size q. Unless otherwise stated, the characteristic of
the �eld will be 2. Fq = {0, 1, α, α2, ..., αq−2} where α is a generator or primitive element
of Fq. q is the order of the �eld, satisfying βq−1 = 1 for all β ̸= 0, β ∈ Fq.

Unless explicitly stated, we will use [Knu80], [MOV97] and [Til00] as references for well-
known algorithms.

2.1 Arithmetic algorithms

The greatest common divisor of two integers a, b or two polynomials a(X), b(X) will be
denoted by GCD(a, b) or GCD(a(X), b(X)) respectively. In this section we will discuss
two algorithms for computing the GCD: Euclid's algorithm and the binary GCD algo-
rithm from Stein [Ste67]. Subresultants have some useful properties regarding the results
of Euclid's extended algorithm and this will be explained. To speed up the process of
multiplication, Karatsuba multiplication is also discussed.

Euclid's GCD algorithm

Euclid's GCD algorithm [Knu80], Algorithm 2.1, computes the greatest common divisor
of two integers a, b. It was introduced in Euclid's Elements (300 BC), making it one of the
oldest numerical algorithms that are still used. The algorithm is based on the principle
that the greatest common divisor of two integers does not change if the smaller number
is subtracted from the larger number. Because the larger of the two numbers is reduced,
repeating this process gives smaller numbers until one of them divides the other and the
divisor is the GCD. Euclid's algorithm can be extended, Algorithm 2.2, so it does not only
yield GCD(a, b), but also integers u and v such that au+ bv = GCD(a, b). This equation
is known as Bézout's identity. Euclid's extended GCD algorithm for integers also works
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Algorithm 2.1 [Knu80] Euclid's GCD algorithm for integers

Input: Two non-negative integers a, b, a > b.
Output: GCD(a, b)
1. while b ̸= 0 do
2. r ← a mod b
3. a← b
4. b← r
5. end while
6. Return a.

Algorithm 2.2 [Knu80] Euclid's extended GCD algorithm for integers

Input: Two non-negative integers a, b, a > b.
Output: GCD(a, b) and integers u, v satisfying au+ bv = GCD(a, b)
1. set
2. s0 ← a, s1 ← b
3. u0 ← 1, u1 ← 0
4. v0 ← 0, v1 ← 1
5. i← 1
6. while si > 0 do
7. i← i+ 1
8. Compute qi, si such that si−2 = qisi−1 + si, 0 6 si < si−1.
9. ui ← qiui−1 + ui−2

10. vi ← qivi−1 + vi−2

11. end while
12. Return si−1, ui−1, vi−1: aui−1 + bvi−1 = si−1.
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for two q-ary polynomials a(X) and b(X) with deg(a(X)) > deg(b(X)). This algorithm is
given in Algorithm 2.3 and the notation used here will be used throughout the thesis.

Algorithm 2.3 [Til93] Euclid's extended GCD algorithm for polynomials

Input: a(X), b(X), deg(a(X)) > deg(b(X))
Output: GCD(a(X), b(X)) and polynomials u(X), v(X) satisfying

a(X)u(X) + b(X)v(X) = GCD(a(X), b(X))
1. set
2. s0(X)← a(X), s1(X)← b(X)
3. u0(X)← 1, u1(X)← 0
4. v0(X)← 0, v1(X)← 1
5. i← 1
6. while si(X) ̸= 0 do
7. i← i+ 1
8. Compute qi(X), si(X) such that si−2(X) = qi(X)si−1(X) + si(X), deg(si(X)) <

deg(si−1(X)).
9. ui(X)← qi(X)ui−1(X) + ui−2(X)

10. vi(X)← qi(X)vi−1(X) + vi−2(X)
11. end while
12. Return si−1(X), ui−1(X), vi−1(X): a(X)ui−1(X) + b(X)vi−1(X) = si−1(X).

Euclid's algorithm is widely used in coding theory and cryptology and it can be used to
�nd multiplicative inverses in a �nite �eld.

Stein's binary GCD algorithm

In 1967 Stein [Ste67] developed a new algorithm for calculating the greatest common divisor
of two odd integers in binary representation. It is based on the statement that if a and b
are odd integers and a > b, then GCD(a, b) = GCD(b, a−b

2
). If one or both of the input

integers are even, the following statements are used.

• If a and b are both even,

GCD(a, b) = 2 ·GCD(
a

2
,
b

2
).

• If a is even and b is odd,

GCD(a, b) = GCD(
a

2
, b).

When i is even, the operation shift(i) keeps dividing i by 2 until i is odd.
Compared with Euclid's algorithm, Stein's binary GCD algorithm gains e�ciency by re-
placing divisions and multiplications by shifts, which are more e�cient to implement.
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Algorithm 2.4 [Ste67] Binary GCD algorithm for odd integers

Input: Integers a, b in binary representation, a > b.
Output: GCD(a, b)
1. set g ← 1
2. while a and b are both even do
3. a← a

2

4. b← b
2

5. g ← 2g
6. end while
7. a1 ← a
8. b1 ← b
9. while ai ̸= bi do

10. ci ← ai − bi
11. di ← shift(ci)
12. ai+1 ← max(di, bi)
13. bi+1 ← min(di, bi)
14. end while
15. Return g · ai = g · bi.

Analogous to Euclid's algorithm, there is also an extended version of Stein's binary GCD
algorithm, given in Algorithm 2.5.
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Algorithm 2.5 [MOV97] Extended binary GCD algorithm for integers

Input: Positive integers a, b.
Output: Integers u, v and GCD(a, b) such that au+ bv = GCD(a, b).
1. set g ← 1
2. while a and b are both even do
3. a← a

2

4. b← b
2

5. g ← 2g
6. end while
7. set
8. x← a, y ← b
9. A← 1, B ← 0

10. C ← 0, D ← 1
11. while x is even do
12. x← x

2

13. if A ≡ B ≡ 0 mod 2 then
14. A← A

2
, B ← B

2

15. else
16. A← A+b

2
, B ← B−a

2

17. end if
18. end while
19. while y is even do
20. y ← y

2

21. if C ≡ D ≡ 0 mod 2 then
22. C ← C

2
, D ← D

2

23. else
24. C ← C+b

2
, D ← D−a

2

25. end if
26. end while
27. if x > y then
28. x← x− y, A← A− C, B ← B −D
29. else
30. y ← y − x, C ← C − A, D ← D −B
31. end if
32. if x ̸= 0 then
33. Go to line 11.
34. else
35. u← C, v ← D
36. Return u, v and g · y = GCD(a, b) = au+ bv.
37. end if
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Subresultants

A subresultant matrix is a matrix associated to two polynomials that provides information
about those polynomials, for example whether they have a factor in common.

De�nition 2.1 (Subresultant). For the polynomials f(X) =
∑n

j=0 ajX
j and g(X) =∑m

j=0 bjX
j, n > m, the subresultant matrix Si, i ∈ {0, ...,m}, looks as follows:

Si =



an bm
an−1 an bm−1 bm
...

. . .
...

. . .

an−m+i+1 . . . . . . an bi+1 . . . . . . bm
...

...
...

. . .

ai+1 . . . . . . am bm−n+i+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . bm
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
a2i−m+1 . . . . . . ai b2i−n+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . bi


The entries in this (n+m− 2i)× (n+m− 2i) matrix are coe�cients of f(X) and g(X).
An entry with a negative coe�cient is 0.

We introduce De�nition 2.2 which will be used in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

De�nition 2.2 (Degree sequence). The degree sequence (n0, n1, ..., nl) is

ni = deg si(X)

for all i, where si is as de�ned in Algorithm 2.3. Then n = n0 > n1 > n2... > nl > 0.

The following two theorems [GG99] hold:

Theorem 2.1. Integer k appears in the degree sequence of the extended Euclidean algo-
rithm, if and only if det(Sk) ̸= 0.

Theorem 2.2. If k = ni, where ni is the ith element in the degree sequence of Euclid's
algorithm, and the linear system Si(ym−k−1, ..., y0, zn−k−1, ..., z0) = (0, ..., 0, 1)T has a unique

solution ym−k−1, ..., y0, zn−k−1, ..., z0, then ui =
∑

06j<m−k

yjX
j and vi =

∑
06j<n−k

zjX
j, where

ui and vi are as described in Algorithm 2.3.

Subresultants can be used to compute the GCD of two polynomials. We will use these
special matrices in a decoding algorithm.
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Karatsuba multiplication

Classical or schoolbook multiplication requires n2 multiplications and (n−1)2 additions to
multiply two polynomials of degree n− 1. But this can be done better. Take for example
a(X) = a0 + a1X and b(X) = b0 + b1X.

a(X)b(X) = a0b0 + (a0b1 + a1b0)X + a1b1X
2

To compute the coe�cients a0b0, a0b1+a1b0 and a1b1, four multiplications and one addition
are required with the classical method. But

a(X)b(X) = a0b0 + ((a0 + a1)(b0 + b1)− a0b0 − a1b1)X + a1b1X
2,

requires only three multiplications and four additions/subtractions for the computation
of the coe�cients. This last method was introduced by Karatsuba [KO63]. The method
is considered more e�cient if the total costs of using it are less than the costs of the
schoolbook method. Therefore we use r, the ratio between the cost of one multiplication
(tm) and the cost of one addition (ta), r = tm

ta
. In this example the schoolbook method

costs cs = 4tm +1ta and Karatsuba costs ck = 3tm +4ta. Karatsuba will cost less than the
schoolbook method when ck < cs ⇔ 3tm +4ta < 4tm +1ta ⇔ 3 < r. So Karatsuba is more
e�cient, if the ratio between the cost of one multiplication and one addition is greater than
three. When applying the method recursively, the total costs are reduced. Algorithm 2.6
gives the algorithm for multiplying polynomials of arbitrary degree.

Algorithm 2.6 [WP03] Karatsuba for polynomials of arbitrary degree

Input: f(X) =
∑d

i=0 fiX
i, g(X) =

∑d
i=0 giX

i

Output: h(X) = f(X)g(X) =
∑2d

i=0 hiX
i

1. Compute Di = figi, for i ∈ {0, ..., d}.
2. Compute Ds,t = (as + at)(bs + bt), for s+ t = i with i ∈ {1, ..., 2d− 1} and 0 6 s < t.
3. set
4. h0 = D0

5. h2d = Dd

6. hi =

{ ∑
s+t=i;06s<tDs,t −

∑
s+t=i;06s<t6d(Ds +Dt) for odd i, 0 < i < 2d∑

s+t=i;06s<tDs,t −
∑

s+t=i;06s<t<6d(Ds +Dt) +D i
2

for even i, 0 < i < 2d

7. Return
∑2d

i=0 hiX
i.

2.2 Multiparty computation

In multiparty computation (MPC) a number of parties P1, ..., Pn with private inputs x1,
..., xn would like to have a protocol that enables them to jointly compute f(x1, ..., xn) for
a given function f in such a way that no information about their input values x1, ..., xn is
revealed, except for the information that can be logically extracted from the output value.
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We will write Pi for party Pi.

Informally, the following security properties need to be satis�ed:

• Correctness: every honest party Pi obtains the output yi such that f(x1, ..., xn) =
(y1, ..., yn). This means the output that a party obtains is equal to the value of f
for all submitted inputs, the outputs are consistent and the computation terminates
with all honest parties obtaining their outputs.

• Privacy: the computation is carried out in such a way that no information about the
parties private data is revealed, except for what the parties can infer from their own
inputs, outputs and the protocol transcript.

In the setting used in this thesis, P = {P1, ..., Pn} is the set of all parties who want to
execute a protocol for a function f . There may be an adversary, a party that corrupts
some subset of parties, P ′ ⊂ P . There are di�erent types of adversaries: active or passive,
and static or adaptive.

A passive adversary follows the protocol as prescribed, but eavesdrops on the communica-
tion and records all these information. This is called semi-honest or honest-but-curious.
An active adversary may, additionally, deviate from the protocol, and modify, delete or
reroute messages. This malicious party takes full control over corrupted parties.

In case of a static adversary the subset of cheating parties is �xed from the start, while
this subset may change for an adaptive adversary.

Besides, there is a distinction between an information-theoretic model and a cryptographic
model. In an information-theoretic model, the parties can communicate over pairwise se-
cure channels, so the adversary only learns about communication involving at least one
corrupted party, and the adversary may have unlimited computational power. In the cryp-
tographic model, all participants are assumed to have access to the data exchanged between
the parties, but the adversary has bounded computational resources.

This thesis deals with passive, static adversaries in the information-theoretic model.

Secret sharing

Secret sharing allows to distribute a secret among n participants. The idea is to split a
secret into several shares, such that the secret can be reconstructed whenever a su�cient
number of shares is available, but it is not possible to reconstruct the secret, nor any part
of it, if an insu�cient number of shares is available. To indicate s is secret shared, [s] will
be written. The share from party Pi of secret s will be denoted by [s]i. Secret sharing was
introduced independently by Shamir [Sha79] and Blakley [Bla79].
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A secret sharing scheme for a dealer D and parties P1, ..., Pn consists of two phases:

• Distribution: a protocol in which the dealer D shares a secret s such that each
participant Pi obtains a share [s]i, for 1 6 i 6 n.

• Reconstruction: a protocol in which secret s is reconstructed by the shares [s]i, i ∈ A,
of any quali�ed set of participants A ⊆ P .

A quali�ed set A ⊆ P is a set of parties that are allowed to reconstruct the secret together.
The access structure is the collection of all quali�ed sets Γ ⊆ P (P). An access structure
is monotone if

∀A ∈ Γ : A ⊂ B ⊆ P ⇒ B ∈ Γ. (2.1)

A forbidden set is a set of parties that should not obtain any information by combining
their shares. The adversary structure is the collection of all forbidden sets ∆ ⊆ P (P). It
is monotone if

∀A ∈ ∆, B ⊂ A : B ∈ ∆. (2.2)

If a secret sharing scheme satis�es (2.1) and (2.2), it is called perfect. A perfect secret
sharing scheme partitions P : Γ ∪∆ = P .

In a (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme any set of t + 1 parties can reconstruct the
secret, while a set of t or less parties can not. All quali�ed sets have size at least t+ 1:

Γ = {A ⊆ {P1, ..., Pn}| |A| > t+ 1}, 1 6 t < n.

A secret sharing scheme is linear if the shares are a linear function of the secret and
randomly chosen values. Any linear combination of shared secrets can now be locally
computed. We will introduce additive sharing and Shamir secret sharing, which can both
resist passive attacks and are linear.

Additive sharing

Additive sharing is the simplest linear secret sharing scheme and works in any �nite group.
All parties are needed to reconstruct the secret s, it is de�ned as:

• Distribution: the dealer randomly selects shares [s]2,...,[s]n from Fq and sets [s]1 =
s−

∑n
i=2[s]i.

• Reconstruction: the n parties obtain s by computing s =
∑n

i=1[s]i.
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Shamir's secret sharing

Shamir's secret sharing is a simple and e�cient linear (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme
where n is the number of parties, t, 1 6 t < n, is the threshold, q > n is the size of the
�eld and s ∈ Fq is the dealer's secret.

• Distribution: the dealer randomly picks t elements from Fq: ps1 , ps2 ,...,pst . He de�nes
a polynomial ps(X):

ps(X) = s+ ps1X + ps2X
2 + ...+ pstX

t,

so ps(0) = s. Each party Pi gets a share [s]i = ps(i) on a private channel.

• Reconstruction: any t+ 1 parties can reconstruct s using Lagrange interpolation:

s = ps(0) =
∑
i∈I

ps(i)Li(0),

where

Li(X) =
∏

j∈I\{i}

X − i

j − i
, I ⊆ {α, α2, ..., αq−1}, |I| = t+ 1.

Privacy holds since for t or less shares, the computed secret can not be distinguished from
a random �eld element. Correctness holds for a passive adversary since all parties follow
the protocol and the secret can be reconstructed for any set of t+ 1 shares.

In this thesis Shamir's secret sharing will be used. At the start of the algorithms and
protocols, it is assumed the secret values are already shared. During some protocols, par-
ties have to reshare a value. In this case, each party is the dealer of his own value and
shares his value as a dealer should do, including a share for himself.

2.3 Error-correcting codes

For the description of error-correcting codes, we follow [PWB10], unless otherwise stated.
We use cyclic codes. An error-correcting code C of length l is a nonempty subset of Fl

q.
The elements of C are codewords. To be able to detect and correct errors, the codewords
need to have su�cient mutual distance. To de�ne the distance between two codewords, we
use the Hamming distance which gives the number of places where two codewords di�er.

De�nition 2.3 (Hamming distance). The Hamming distance d(x, y) between x = (x1, ..., xl)
and y = (y1, ..., yl), x, y ∈ Fl

q, is de�ned by

d(x, y) = |{i | xi ̸= yi}|.
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Now we can de�ne the minimum distance d.

De�nition 2.4 (Minimum distance). The minimum distance d of a code C is the minimum
Hamming distance of any two codewords:

d = min{d(x, y)|x ∈ C, y ∈ C, x ̸= y}.

During the transmission of a codeword c, errors can occur. When the number of errors in
the received word r is smaller than half of the minimum distance, the codeword c can still
be found, since the received r is closer to c than to any other word. The number of errors
that may occur and can still be corrected is the error-correcting capability.

De�nition 2.5 (Error-correcting capability). The error-correcting capability e is de�ned
by

e =
⌊d− 1

2

⌋
,

where d is the minimum distnce of the code.

Encoding is the process of converting a message into a codeword. This can be done by
multiplying a message of length k, the symbols are seen as coe�cients of a polynomial, by
a generator polynomial of degree l−k. The result is a codeword c(X) of degree l−1 having
l coe�cients. The dimension of such a code is k and the code is said to be an [l, k, d] code
or a (l,M, d) code where M = qk is the cardinality of the code.

When the last d − 1 coordinates of every codeword are erased, the codewords will still
all be distinct, since they had a minimum distance of at least d. Their new length is
l − d + 1 and there are only ql−d+1 distinct words of length l − d + 1. This gives the
Singleton bound.

De�nition 2.6 (Singleton bound). For a code in Fl
q with length l, cardinalityM , dimension

k and minimum distance d, the following holds:

qk = M 6 ql−d+1 or

k 6 l − d+ 1.

Codes for which the Singleton bound holds with equality, are called maximum distance
separable (MDS) codes.

A code is called cyclic if for each (c0, c1, ..., cl−1) in C, also (cl−1, c0, c1, ..., cl−2) is in C.
For cyclic codes, the following holds:

c(X) ∈ C ⇔ g(X) | c(X).
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The generator polynomial of a cyclic code can be written as

g(X) =
∑
j∈J

(X − αj),

where J is a subset of {0, 1, ..., l − 1}. J is called the de�ning set of the code with respect
to α and α is a primitive element.

A general class of cyclic codes are the BCH codes, named after Bose, Chaudhuri [BR60]
and Hocquenghem [Hoc59].

De�nition 2.7 (BCH codes). A cyclic code with de�ning set {b, b + 1, ..., b + δ − 2} is
called a BCH code with designed minimum distance δ. The BCH code is called narrow
sense if b = 1, and it is called primitive if l = qm − 1.

The BCH bound gives a lower bound for the minimum distance of a BCH code.

De�nition 2.8 (BCH bound). The minimum distance d of a BCH code with designed
minimum distance δ satis�es

d > δ.

2.4 Complexity

To measure the performance of the algorithms and protocols in this thesis, we will dis-
tinguish round complexity, communication complexity, multiplicative complexity and re-
construction complexity. The round complexity measures the number of rounds needed
in the protocol. A round is a phase where each party is allowed to send one message to
every other party involved in the protocol. A round can be a sharing: each party computes
shares of a private value and sends every other party a share. Revealing a secret can also be
seen as a round, since each party sends his share of the secret to all the other parties. The
communication complexity gives the amount of information sent during one round from
one party to each other party enrolled in the protocol. We will measure the communication
complexity in the number of �eld elements sent. The multiplicative complexity measures
the number of local multiplications (or divisions) done by a party. The reconstruction
complexity measures the number of times a party has to perform a reconstruction. A re-
construction may appear in the �nal phase of a protocol where everyone has to compute
his share from the shares he received from all the other parties by computing

∑n
j=1 λj[hj]i.

A reconstruction also takes place during a revealing. When a secret is revealed everyone
publishes his share and reconstructs the secret.

We will ignore local additions, subtractions and shifting, since these operations are in
general relatively inexpensive compared to multiplications.
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2.5 Notation

The notation introduced in this chapter will be used throughout the rest of the thesis and
is summarized in Table 2.1.

Symbol Description
Fq �nite �eld of size q
Pi party Pi

n number of parties
t threshold for Shamir's secret sharing
f(X) polynomial in variable X
f(x) polynomial f(X) evaluated in x
[s] shared value s
[s]i share of party i from the secret s
[s(X)] coe�cient-wise shared polynomial s(X)
[s(X)]i share of party Pi of the coe�cients of s(X)
ps(X) polynomial used to share s by Shamir's secret sharing
l code length
k message length
d minimum distance
e error-correcting capability

Table 2.1: Notation
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3 Secure arithmetic

Secure multiparty computation is a way to perform secure distributed computations. For
performing various computations, several operations need to be carried out by each party in
reasonable time. Protocols for several operations will now follow. As explained in Chapter
2, 'share' means a party shares a value using Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme.
The index i means the computation is carried out by party Pi, for 1 6 i 6 n.

3.1 Addition

Let x, y ∈ Fq be shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing using the polynomials
px(X) and py(X) of degree t. Shares of x + y can be computed without communication
following Protocol 3.1.

Protocol 3.1 Addition of [x] and [y]

Input: [x], [y], x, y ∈ Fq

Output: [x+ y]
1. Each Pi computes [x+ y]i ← [x]i + [y]i.

Proof of correctness Protocol 3.1. [x]i + [y]i = px(i) + py(i). De�ne

px+y(X) := px(X) + py(X) = px0 + py0 + (px1 + py1)X + ...+ (pxt + pyt)X
t.

Each party Pi has a share px+y(i) of px+y(X) and since px+y(0) = x+ y, they have shares
of x+ y.

Protocol 3.1 for the addition of [x] and [y] does not require any interaction or any local
multiplication.

3.2 Addition of bitwise shared integers

Although the addition of shared elements in Fq can be done without interaction or local
multiplications, sometimes we need to add bitwise shared integers, where the bits 0, 1 ∈ Fq.
This can be done by Protocol 3.2.
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Protocol 3.2 Addition of bitwise shared integers

Input: [a] = ([am−1]...[a1][a0]), [b] = ([bm−1]...[b1][b0]), a, b ∈ Z, such that |a|, |b| < 2m

Output: [d] = ([dm][dm−1]...[d1][d0]), with a+ b = d ∈ Z
1. set [c0]← 0
2. for i = 0; i 6 m− 1; i++ do
3. [di]← [ai] + [bi] + [ci]
4. [ci+1]← ([ai] + [bi])([bi] + [ci]) + [bi]
5. end for
6. [dm]← [cm]
7. Return [dm][dm−1]...[d1][d0].

Because line 4 in Protocol 3.2 has to be repeated m times, the number of rounds, �eld
elements sent, local multiplications and local reconstructions is m. This is much more
expensive than just adding �eld elements, so Protocol 3.1 will used when possible.

3.3 Multiplication with a constant

Let x ∈ Fq be shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing using the polynomial
px(X) of degree t and let c ∈ Fq be a public value. [cx] can simply be computed by
Protocol 3.3.

Protocol 3.3 Multiplication of [x] with a constant c

Input: [x], c, x, c ∈ Fq

Output: [cx]
1. Each Pi computes [cx]i ← c · [x]i.

Proof of correctness Protocol 3.3. c·px(X) = cpx0+cpx1X+...+cpxtX
t. After the protocol

the parties have c · [x]i = c · px(i), shares of c · px(X). Since c · px(0) = cx they have shares
of cx.

Protocol 3.3 for the multiplication of [x] with a constant c does require one local multipli-
cation, but no interaction.

3.4 Multiplication

Let x, y ∈ Fq be shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing. For multiplication
the restriction 2t + 1 6 n holds, because otherwise it would be impossible to reconstruct
pxy(X) = px(X)py(X) of degree 2t. In [BGW88] a degree reduction step is introduced,
which makes the polynomial that shares xy of degree t, so the threshold t holds. Shares
of [xy] can be computed following Protocol 3.4. Here, λ is the �rst row of the inverse of
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the n× n Vandermonde matrix, a matrix with entries Mi,j = αj−1
i where α is a primitive

element in Fq.

Protocol 3.4 [GRR98] Multiplication of [x] and [y]

Input: [x], [y], x, y ∈ Fq

Output: [xy]
1. Each party Pi computes hi ← [x]i · [y]i.
2. Each Pi shares hi into [hi]j for party j.
3. Each party Pi computes [xy]i ←

∑n
j=1 λj[hj]i.

Proof of correctness Protocol 3.4. x, y are shared by the polynomials px(X) and py(X) of
degree t. The product of px(X) and py(X) is

px(X)py(X) = k2tX
2t + ...+ k1X + xy → k(X),

and for 1 6 i 6 2t+ 1 : k(i) = px(i)py(i) = hi. Use the n× n Vandermonde matrix
1 α1 . . . αn−1

1

1 α2 . . . αn−1
2

...
. . .

...
1 αn . . . αn−1

n


to write

1 α1 . . . αn−1
1

1 α2 . . . αn−1
2

...
. . .

...
1 αn . . . αn−1

n




xy
k1
...

kn−1

 =


k(α1)
k(α2)
...

k(αn)

 .

Let the �rst row of the inverse of the Vandermonde matrix be (λ1, ..., λn), then

xy = λ1k(α1) + ...+ λnk(αn).

The polynomials h1(X), ..., hn(X) of degree t, used to share [h1], ..., [hn] which satisfy
hi(0) = hi form

H(X)←
n∑

i=1

λihi(X)

and now H(0) = λ1hα1 + ...+λnhαn = λ1k(α1)+ ...+λnk(αn) = xy, so H(i) =
∑n

j=1 λj[hj]i
are shares of xy.

Protocol 3.4 for the multiplication of [x] and [y] requires one round in which [x]i[y]i is
shared. In the �rst step one local multiplication is required and in the last step one
reconstruction is done.
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Multiplication of c shared values

We notice that Protocol 3.4 can be generalized to multiplying c shared values, [x1] · [x2] ·
... · [xc]. But the requirement becomes much stricter and turns into ct + 1 6 n, because
multiplying px1(X), px2(X),...,pxc(X) gives a polynomial of degree ct+ 1.

Let x1, x2, ..., xc ∈ Fq be shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing. Protocol 3.5
gives [x1x2...xc], where λ is the �rst row of the inverse of the n× n Vandermonde matrix.

Protocol 3.5 Multiplication of [x1], [x2], ..., [xc]

Input: [x1], [x2], ..., [xc], x1, x2, ..., xc ∈ Fq

Output: [x1x2...xc]
1. Each Pi computes hi ← [x1]i · [x2]i · ... · [xc]i.
2. Pi shares hi into [hi]j for party j.
3. Each Pi computes [x1x2...xc]i ←

∑n
j=1 λj[hj]i.

The proof is similar to the proof of Algorithm 3.4. The di�erence is in the degree of k(X),
which is ct here and that is the reason for the restriction ct+ 1 6 n.

To multiply c shared �eld elements with Protocol 3.5, one round is required to share
[x1]i · [x2]i · ... · [xc]i. Each party has to make c− 1 local multiplications in line 1 and one
reconstruction in line 3.

3.5 Generation of a random �eld element

Protocol 3.6 shows how to generate a shared random �eld element [r] ∈ Fq.

Protocol 3.6 [BB89] Generate random �eld element [r]

Input: -
Output: [r], r ∈ Fq

1. Each party Pi picks a random ri ∈ Fq.
2. Pi shares ri into [ri]j for party j.
3. Each party Pi computes [r]i ← [r1]i + ...+ [rn]i.

Protocol 3.6 requires one round for the sharing of [ri].

Running this protocol m2 times in parallel generates a random m×m matrix.

Protocol 3.6 generates a random element in Fq. This element can be zero. We also would
like to have a protocol that generates a random nonzero �eld element. This can be done by
adapting Protocol 3.6 by generating another random �eld element r′ and revealing rr′. If
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rr′ ̸= 0, we have a random nonzero �eld element r, otherwise we have to start again. This is
shown in Protocol 3.7 where the restriction 2t+1 6 n holds, because of the multiplication
of r and r′ in line 6.

Protocol 3.7 Generate random nonzero �eld element [r]

Input: -
Output: [r], r ̸= 0, r ∈ Fq

1. Each party Pi picks two random elements ri, r
′
i ∈ Fq.

2. Pi shares ri and r′i into [ri]j and [r′i]j for party j.
3. Each party Pi computes
4. [r]i ← [r1]i + ...+ [rn]i
5. [r′]i ← [r′1]i + ...+ [r′n]i
6. hi ← [r]i[r

′]i
7. The parties reveal their hi and compute rr′.
8. if rr′ = 0 then
9. Start again with line 1.

10. else
11. [r] is a random nonzero shared �eld element.
12. end if

Lines 1-7 in Protocol 3.7 require one round for the sharing of [ri] and [r′i] and one round
for the revealing of rr′. In total, three �eld elements are sent, one local multiplication (line
6) and one reconstruction (line 7) have to be done.

The probability that rr′ ̸= 0 is ( q−1
q
)2, so the expected number of repetitions of lines

1-7 is ( q
q−1

)2, which will be approximated by 1 in the complexity analysis.

Generating c random nonzero �eld elements can be done by repeating Protocol 3.7 c times.
Protocol 3.8 shows another possibility. We generate c + 1 random elements r1, ..., rc, rc+1,
multiply these elements and when the product is nonzero, we have c random nonzero
elements at once. Otherwise we have to try again. The restriction for this protocol is
ct+ 1 6 n, because of the multiplication of all the rj in line 7 in Protocol 3.8, so it is only
useful for small t. As in Protocol 3.7, lines 1-7 in Protocol 3.8 require two rounds. But in
these rounds l + 2 �eld elements are sent. l local multiplications are required to compute
[r1]i · ... · [rl+1]i and one reconstruction is done.

The probability that r1r2...rlrl+1 ̸= 0 is ( q−1
q
)l+1, so the expected number of repetitions of

lines 1-7 is (
q

q − 1
)l+1 ≈ 1 for large q.

For a small threshold, Protocol 3.8 can be used, because it has a lower round and commu-
nication complexity than l times Protocol 3.7. Otherwise, use l times Protocol 3.7 or use
Protocol 3.8 several times.
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Protocol 3.8 Generate l random nonzero �eld elements [r1], ..., [rl]

Input: -
Output: [r1], ..., [rl], r1, ..., rl ̸= 0, r1, ..., rl ∈ Fq

1. Each party Pi picks l + 1 random elements r1i , rl+1i ∈ Fq.
2. Pi shares r1i ,...,rl+1i into [r1i ]j,...,[rl+1i ]j for party j.
3. Each party Pi computes
4. [r1]i ← [r11 ]i + ...+ [r1n ]i

5.
...

6. [rl+1]i ← [rl+11 ]i + ...+ [rl+1n ]i
7. hi ← [r1]i · [r2]i · ... · [rl+1]i
8. The parties reveal their hi and compute r1 · r2 · ... · rl+1.
9. if r1 · ... · rl+1 = 0 then

10. Start again with line 1.
11. else
12. [r1], ..., [rl] are random nonzero shared �eld elements.
13. end if

3.6 Dot-product

Let x = (x1, ..., xl), y = (y1, ..., yl) ∈ Fl
q. xi and yi are shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold

secret sharing scheme. Notice that a combination of the multiplication protocol, Protocol
3.4, and the addition protocol, Protocol 3.1, is the computation of the dot-product [<
x, y >] = [

∑l
i=1 xiyi]. This can be done with the restriction 2t + 1 6 n in just one round

following Protocol 3.9, where λ is the �rst row of the inverse of the n × n Vandermonde
matrix.

Protocol 3.9 Dot-product

Input: [x] = ([x1], ..., [xl]), [y] = ([y1], ..., [yl]), xi, yi ∈ Fq

Output: [< x, y >]
1. Each Pi computes hi ← [x1]i[y1]i + ...+ [xl]i[yl]i.
2. Pi shares hi into [hi]j for party j.
3. Pi computes [< x, y >]i ←

∑n
j=1 λj[hj]i.

Proof of correctness Protocol 3.9. All x1,...,xl, y1,..., yl are shared by the polynomials px1(X),
..., pxl

(X), py1(X), ..., pxl
(X) of degree t. The sum of the products pxj

(X)pyj(X) is

px1(X)py1(X) + px2(X)py2(X) + ...+ pxl
(X)pyl(X) =

k2tX
2t + ...+ k1X + (x1y1 + x2y2 + ...+ xlyl)→ k(X)

and for 1 6 i 6 2t + 1 : k(i) = px1(i)py1(i) + ... + pxl
(i)py1(i) = hi. Use the n × n
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Vandermonde matrix
1 α1 . . . αn−1

1

1 α2 . . . αn−1
2

...
. . .

...
1 αn . . . αn−1

n


to write

1 α1 . . . αn−1
1

1 α2 . . . αn−1
2

...
. . .

...
1 αn . . . αn−1

n



x1y1 + x2y2 + ...+ xlyl

k1
...

kn−1

 =


k(α1)
k(α2)
...

k(αn)

 .

Let the �rst row of the inverse of the Vandermonde matrix be (λ1, ..., λn), then

x1y1 + x2y2 + ...+ xlyl = λ1k(α1) + ...+ λnk(αn).

The polynomials h1(X), ..., hn(X) of degree t, used to share [h1], ..., [hn] which satisfy
hi(0) = hi form

H(X)←
n∑

i=1

λihi(X)

and now H(0) = λ1hα1 + ... + λnhαn = λ1k(α1) + ... + λnk(αn) = x1y1 + x2y2 + ... + xlyl,
so H(i) =

∑n
j=1 λj[hj]i are shares of x1y1 + x2y2 + ...+ xlyl.

Protocol 3.9 requires one round, l local multiplications in the �rst step and one reconstruc-
tion in the last step.

3.7 Inversion

Let x ∈ Fq be a secret shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing. Protocol 3.10
computes [x−1] for x ̸= 0. 2t+ 1 6 n, since a multiplication is required.

Protocol 3.10 [BB89] Inversion of a shared �eld element [x], x ̸= 0

Input: [x], x ̸= 0, x ∈ Fq

Output: [x−1]
1. Together, the parties generate a random nonzero [z] ∈ Fq (Protocol 3.7).
2. The parties compute [w]← [z][x] (Protocol 3.4).
3. They reveal w.
4. Individually, each party computes w−1.
5. Each party can compute [x−1]← w−1[z] (Protocol 3.3).
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Proof of correctness Protocol 3.10. z masks the value of x and since z is random, no infor-
mation about x can be retrieved from w. In line 5, [z] is multiplied with a constant w−1.
Reconstruction of the shares w−1[z] = [w−1z] gives

w−1z = (zx)−1z = x−1z−1z = x−1,

so each party gets a share [x−1] in line 5.

Lines 1-3 in Protocol 3.10 for inverting a �eld element [x], x ̸= 0, will cost two rounds
of sharing and one round of revealing of one element each. One local multiplication and
two reconstructions need to be done. The probability that w ̸= 0 is ( q−1

q
)2. The expected

number of repetitions of lines 1-3 is ( q
q−1

)2, which we will approximate by 1. After that,
one plaintext inversion and one multiplication are required. Although an inversion is more
expensive than a multiplication, the inversion will for the simplicity of the complexity anal-
ysis also count as one multiplication. In total the expected number of rounds is three in
which three �eld elements are sent and three local multiplications and two reconstructions
are required.

3.8 Comparison with 0

There are various methods to compare [x], [y] to get a shared bit [(x < y)]. When the
bit decomposition of [x] is known, comparison protocols are given by Damgård et al. in
[DFK+06] and by Schoenmakers and Tuyls [ST04].

When the bit decomposition from x is not known, one can compute [xq−1] and use the
following property of x ∈ Fq:

xq−1 =

{
0 if x = 0,
1 if x ̸= 0.

In [DFK+06] a protocol for private exponentiation is given, but this can not be used to
compute [xq−1]. At one point [xr] is computed, where r is a random �eld element. This
value is opened during the protocol, which would immediately disclose if x is 0 or not.

Secure multiplication (Protocol 3.4) can be used to compute [xq−1]. When q = 2m, 2(m−1)
secure multiplications are needed: m−1 squarings, which are multiplications by itself, and
m− 1 multiplications with x. For example, q = 16 = 24,

xq−1 = x15 = x · (x · (x · x2)2)2

and three squarings and three multiplications are used.
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Protocol 3.11 Exponentiation [xq−1]

Input: [x], x ∈ Fq, q = 2m

Output: [xq−1]
1. The parties compute [b]← [x][x].
2. for j = 1; j 6 m− 2; j ++ do
3. They compute [a]← [b][x].
4. They compute [b]← [a][a].
5. end for
6. The parties compute [xq−1]← [b][x].

Protocol 3.11 requires the secure multiplication protocol 2(m − 1) times, which requires
2(m−1) rounds in which 2(m−1) �eld elements are sent and 2(m−1) local multiplications
and 2(m− 1) reconstructions.

Another protocol for exponentiation uses addition chains.

De�nition 3.1 ([MOV97] Addition chain). An addition chain V of length s for a positive
integer e is a sequence u0, u1, ..., us of positive integers and an associated sequence w1, ..., ws

of pairs wh = (h1, h2), 0 6 h1, h2 < h, having the following properties:
- u0 = 1,
- us = e,
- ∀h, 1 6 h 6 s, uh = uh1 + uh2 .

Protocol 3.12 shows how addition chains may be used to decrease the number of secure
multiplications.

Protocol 3.12 [MOV97] Addition chain exponentiation

Input: [x], x ∈ Fq, q = 2m, addition chain u0, u1, ..., us of length s for q−1 and associated
sequence w1, ..., ws where wh = (h1, h2).

Output: [xq−1]
1. Each party Pi sets [a0]i ← [x]i.
2. for h = 1; h 6 s; h++ do
3. [ah]← [ah1 ][ah2 ]
4. end for
5. Each Pi sets [x

q−1]i ← [as]i.

We just saw six secure multiplications are required to compute [xq−1] for q = 16 via Pro-
tocol 3.11. An addition chain for 15 is u0 = 1, u1 = 2, u2 = 3, u3 = 6, u4 = 12 and
u5 = 15 with w1 = (0, 0), w2 = (0, 1), w3 = (2, 2), w4 = (3, 3) and w5 = (2, 4). Using this
addition chain in Protocol 3.12, only �ve secure multiplications are required to compute
x15 starting with [a0] ← [x]: [a1] ← [a0][a0], [a2] ← [a0][a1], [a3] ← [a2][a2], [a4] ← [a3][a3]
and [a5] ← [a2][a4], [x

15] = [a5]. For q = 24 = 16, Protocol 3.12 is more e�cient than
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Protocol 3.11.

Protocol 3.12 requires s secure multiplications, which corresponds to s rounds, s �eld
elements that are sent, s local multiplications and s reconstructions, where s is the length
of the addition chain of q − 1.

Determining a shortest addition chain is known to be an NP-hard problem. Therefore we
will use the upper bound of s: s 6 ⌊lg(q−1)⌋+wt(q−1)−1 [Knu80], where wt(q−1) is the
number of ones in the binary representation of q−1. Since q = 2m,m ones will appear in the
binary presentation of q−1. s is at most ⌊lg(q−1)⌋+m−1 = ⌊lg(2m−1)⌋+m−1 ≈ 2m−1.
For this worst case addition chain, Protocol 3.12 requires even one secure multiplication
more than Protocol 3.11. But whenever there is an addition chain shorter than 2m − 1,
Protocol 3.12 is more e�cient. Since q is public, the parties can use the best addition chain
known to minimize the complexity.

3.9 Complexity

The complexities of the protocols introduced in this chapter, are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Protocol Round Communication Multiplicative Reconstruction
complexity complexity complexity complexity

3.1 Addition - - - -
3.2 Bitwise shared addition m m m m
3.3 Multiplication with - - 1 -

constant
3.4 Multiplication 1 1 1 1
3.5 Multiplication 1 1 c-1 1

c values
3.6 Generate random 1 1 - -

element
3.7 Generate random 2 3 1 1

nonzero element
3.8 Generate l random 2 l + 2 l 1

nonzero elements
3.9 Dot-product 1 1 l 1

(vectors length l)
3.10 Inversion x, x ̸= 0 3 3 3 2
3.11 Exponentiation 2(m− 1) 2(m− 1) 2(m− 1) 2(m− 1)

xq−1, q = 2m

3.12 Addition chain 2m− 1 2m− 1 2m− 1 2m− 1
exponentiation
xq−1, q = 2m

Table 3.1: Complexity of the protocols in Chapter 3
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4 Secure polynomial arithmetic

4.1 Polynomial multiplication

A shared polynomial is a polynomial whose coe�cients are shared. To multiply two poly-
nomials with shared coe�cients, [f(X)] and [g(X)], an existing and a new protocol will be
explained.

Polynomial multiplication protocol from Mohassel and Franklin

Consider two shared polynomials f(X), g(X) ∈ Fq[X], and deg(f) = deg(g) = m. To
compute shares of the polynomial k(X) = f(X)g(X), Protocol 4.1 is given.

Protocol 4.1 [MF06] Secure polynomial multiplication protocol

Input: [f(X)], [g(X)], deg(f) = deg(g) = m, f(X), g(X) ∈ Fq[X]
Output: [k(X)] = [f(X)g(X)], deg(k(X)) = 2m
1. Each Pi computes h(p)i ← [f(p)]i · [g(p)]i for 0 6 p 6 2m.
2. Each Pi shares h(p)i into [h(p)i]j for party j.
3. Pi computes [k(p)]i ←

∑n
j=1 λj[h(p)j]i for 0 6 p 6 2m.

4. Pi computes [k(X)]i ←
∑2m

p=0[k(p)]i
∏2m

l=0,l ̸=p
X−l
p−l

.

Proof of correctness Protocol 4.1. k(X) = f(X)g(X) and for 0 6 p 6 2m, also k(p) =
f(p)g(p). f(X) and g(X) are shared and each party Pi computes shares [f(p)]i and [g(p)]i
for 0 6 p 6 2m. Shares [f(p)g(p)]i are obtained in steps 2 and 3 following Protocol 3.4 for
secure multiplication.
k(X) can be computed by Lagrange interpolation, from k(0), . . . , k(2m):

k(X) =
2m∑
i=0

k(i)
2m∏

l=0,l ̸=i

X − l

i− l
.

With [k(0)]i, . . . , [k(2m)]i, each party i can compute [k(X)]i on its own by Lagrange inter-
polation. The shares only need to be multiplied by a constant factor and after that they
have to be added. Since these are linear operations, no interaction is required.

In step 1 no interaction is required. Every party Pi computes [f(p)]i and [g(p)]i for 2m+1
di�erent p's and multiplies [f(p)]i and [g(p)]i. This requires (2m + 1) · (2m + 1) local
multiplications. In step 2, Pi shares [h(p)i]j for all 0 6 p 6 2m. The next step requires
2m + 1 reconstructions for every party. In step 4 everybody has to compute his [k(X)]i
by Lagrange interpolation, which is a reconstruction again. So Protocol 4.1 needs one
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round in which 2m+1 �eld elements are sent. (2m+1)2 local multiplications are done by
everyone, as well as 2m+ 2 reconstructions.

Improved polynomial multiplication protocol

Let f(X) and g(X) be two polynomials in Fq[X]. The polynomials have degree m, if one
has a smaller degree it is padded with zeros until the number of coe�cients is m + 1.
The coe�cients are shared by Shamir's (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme, 2t+ 1 6 n.
The shared coe�cients of the product k(X) = f(X) · g(X) can be computed as shown in
Protocol 4.2.

Protocol 4.2 Improved secure polynomial multiplication protocol

Input: [f(X)], [g(X)], deg(f) = deg(g) = m, f(X), g(X) ∈ Fq[X]
Output: [k(X)] = [f(X)g(X)], deg(k(X)) = 2m
1. Party Pi computes h(X)i ← [f(X)]i[g(X)]i.
2. Pi shares h(X)i into [h(X)i]j for party j.
3. Each party Pi computes [k(X)]i ←

∑n
j=1 λj[h(X)j]i.

Proof of correctness Protocol 4.2.

k(X) = f(X)g(X)

= f0g0 + (f0g1 + f1g0)X + ...+ (fm−1gm + fmgm−1)X
2m−1 + (fmgm)X

2m

=
2m∑
i=0

∑
j+k=i

fjgkX
i

So, for every i = 0, ..., 2m, shares of
∑

j+k=i fjgk = fig0 + fi−1g1 + ... + f1gi−1 + f0gi need
to be computed from shares of f0, f1, ..., fm, g0, g1, ..., gm. These coe�cients are shared by
Shamir's secret sharing scheme using the polynomials sf0(X), sf1(X), ...,sfm(X), sg0(X),
sg1(X), ...,sgm(X) of degree t.

Now, for any i:
The product of these polynomials for i is

sfi(X)sg0(X) + sfi−1
(X)sg1(X) + ...+ sf1(X)sgi−1

(X) + sf0(X)sgi(X) =

(fig0 + fi−1g1 + ...+ f1gi−1 + f0gi) + s1X + ...+ s2mX
2m = s(X).

For party j, 1 6 j 6 n:

s(j) = sfi(j)sg0(j) + ...+ sf1(j)sgi−1
(j) + sf0(j)sgi(j)
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and this can be written as1 α1 α2
1 . . . αn−1

1
...

. . .
...

1 αn α2
n . . . αn−1

n



fig0 + fi−1g1 + ...+ f1gi−1 + f0gi

sα1

...
sαn−1

 =


s(α1)
s(α2)
...

s(αn)

 .

The matrix on the left side is a n × n Vandermonde matrix. Multiply from the left with
the inverse of this Vandermonde matrix to get

fig0 + fi−1g1 + ...+ f1gi−1 + f0gi = (λ1, λ2, ..., λn)


s(α1)
s(α2)
...

s(αn)


= λ1s(α1) + λ2s(α2) + ...+ λns(αn),

where λ is the �rst row of the inverse Vandermonde matrix.

The polynomials of degree t used to share the coe�cients of h(X)i are hi,0(X), hi,1(X),...,
hi,2m(X).

[k(X)] =
n∑

i=1

λi[h(X)i]

allows 2t+ 1 parties to reconstruct k(X) = f(X)g(X).

In line 1, no interaction is required. Every party has to do 1.20mlog23 local multiplications
when we use multiplication by Karatsuba, compared to (m + 1)2 local multiplications
without Karatsuba. In line 2 each party shares his 2m + 1 coe�cients he just computed.
In line 3 no interaction is required. Each party Pi computes his share [k(X)]i by one
reconstruction. This gives a new protocol with one round in which 2m + 1 �eld elements
are shared and 1.20mlog23 local multiplications and one reconstruction are accomplished by
each party.

Protocol comparison

Both protocols have the same round and communication complexity, this is the most
expensive part. The number of �eld elements shared in a round can not be reduced, since
the output k(X) is a polynomial of degree 2m. To share a polynomial of degree 2m, at least
2m + 1 values need to be shared. These can be shares of every coe�cient (as in Protocol
4.2) or shares of 2m+ 1 di�erent function evaluations (as in Protocol 4.1). The di�erence
is in the �rst and last steps. In Protocol 4.1 each party Pi computes [f(p)]i · [g(p)]i for
0 6 p 6 2m, while in Protocol 4.2 every party Pi computes [f(X)]i · [g(X)]i just once.
This results in a factor m improvement in local computations. After the sharing round,
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each party Pi in Protocol 4.1 has to reconstruct his shares of [f(p)g(p)]i and with those
shares he can reconstruct his share of the polynomial. In Protocol 4.2 each party Pi can
immediately compute shares of every coe�cient of the polynomial.

4.2 Polynomial division with remainder

Let f(X) and g(X) be two polynomials with degrees m and l respectively, l 6 m. Parties
with shares of f(X) and g(X) can compute shares of q(X) and r(X) such that f(X) =
g(X)q(X) + r(X) and deg(r) 6 deg(g). Mohassel and Franklin [MF06] introduced a
division protocol, Protocol 4.3. In Protocol 4.3 we de�ne revk(a(X)) as

revk(a(X))← Xka(
1

X
).

Protocol 4.3 [MF06] Secure polynomial division

Input: [f(X)], [g(X)], deg(f(X)) = m > l = deg(g(X)), gl ̸= 0, f(X), g(X) ∈ Fq[X]
Output: [q(X)], [r(X)] such that f(X) = g(X)q(X) + r(X), deg(r) 6 deg(g)
1. Pi sets
2. [revm(f(X))]i ← revm([f(X)]i),
3. [revl(g(X))]i ← revl([g(X)]i).
4. Together they generate a uniformly random shared polynomial [s(X)] ∈ Fq[X]/X l−m+1

(use Protocol 3.6 l −m times for s1, ..., sl−m and use Protocol 3.7 for s0).
5. The parties use Protocol 4.2 to compute [k(X)]← [revl(g(X))][s(X)] mod X l−m+1.
6. The parties reveal k(X).
7. Each party Pi computes
8. k(X)−1 = (revl(g(X))s(X))−1 mod X l−m+1 = s(X)−1revl(g(X))−1 mod X l−m+1.
9. Pi computes [revl(g(X))−1]i ← [s(X)]ik(X)−1.

10. Using Protocol 4.2 they compute [h(X)]← [revm(f(X))] · [revl(g(X))−1].
11. Each party Pi computes [q(X)]i ← revk([h(X)]i mod X l−m+1).
12. They compute [g(X)q(X)]← [g(X)][q(X)] (Protocol 4.2).
13. Each party Pi computes [r(X)]i ← [f(X)]i − [g(X)q(X)]i.

s(X) is invertible in Fq[X]/X l−m+1, since s0 ̸= 0.

To invert k(X), also k0 ̸= 0 must hold. Therefore the leading coe�cient of the input
polynomial g(X) is not allowed to be 0, otherwise k0 = 0.

In line 4 a random polynomial is generated. In parallel, each party sends l −m + 2 �eld
elements and in the next round it is checked if s0 is nonzero indeed by sending another �eld
element. In lines 5, 10 and 12 a secure polynomial multiplication is required. Respectively,
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l −m + 1, l +m + 1 and 2l −m + 1 elements are shared here. Line 6 requires one round
for the revealing of k(X). Lines 8 and 9 require local multiplications. For simplicity, the
number of local multiplications required to compute the inverse of a polynomial will be set
to the degree of the polynomial.

This gives six rounds in which 6l − 3m + 7 �eld elements are sent. Locally, each party
has to do l −m + 2 + 1.20(2(l −m)lg23 + mlg23 + (2l −m + 1)lg23) multiplications and 5
reconstructions.

4.3 Di�erentiation

The derivative of f(X) = fnX
n + ...+ f2X

2 + f1X + f0 is

f(X)′ = n · fnxn−1 + ...+ 2 · f2X + f1.

A shared polynomial means the coe�cients of the polynomial are shared. The derivative
can be computed without communication, since it uses only addition and shifting:

f(X)′ = (fn + fn + ...+ fn︸ ︷︷ ︸
n terms

)Xn−1 + ...+ (f2 + f2)X + f1.

4.4 Computation of the determinant

For the computation of the determinant of a shared matrix, we need a protocol that
generates a random, invertible, shared m×m matrix R and sharings of its determinant d.
Protocol 4.4 generates such a matrix R together with its determinant.

Protocol 4.4 [CD01] Generating ([R], [d]) with R an invertible matrix, d = det(R)

Input: -
Output: ([R], [d]) with R an invertible matrix and d = det(R)
1. The parties generate [xL], [xU ], where xL, xU ∈ Fm

q consist of random non-zero entries
(Protocol 3.8).

2. They generate m2−m random elements ([r1], ..., [rm2−m]) (m
2−m times Protocol 3.6).

3. The parties compute [d] = (
∏n

i=1[xL(i)]) · (
∏n

i=1[xU(i)]) (Protocol 3.4).
4. Each party Pi constructs [L]i by putting [xL]i on the diagonal, zeros above the diagonal

and ([r1]i, ..., [r 1
2
(m2−m)]i) below the diagonal.

5. Similarly, each party Pi constructs [U ]i by putting [xU ]i on the diagonal, zeros below
the diagonal and ([r 1

2
(m2−m)+1]i, ..., [r(m2−m)]i) below the diagonal.

6. The parties compute [R]← [L] · [U ] (Protocol 3.9).

In Protocol 4.4, the elements in lines 1 and 2 can be generated in parallel in two rounds
where m2 +m + 2 �eld elements are sent and 2m multiplications and one reconstruction
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are done locally. Line 3 requires one secure multiplication and line 6 requires one secure
matrix multiplication.

This means there are four rounds in which 2m2 + m + 3 elements are sent and locally
m3 + 2m+ 1 multiplications as well as m2 + 2 reconstructions are done.

Let A ∈ Fm,m
q be a matrix with shared elements. Computing a sharing of the determinant,

[det(A)], can be done following Protocol 4.5.

Protocol 4.5 [CD01]Determinant invertible, shared matrix A ∈ Fm,m
q

Input: Invertible matrix [A] ∈ Fm,m
q

Output: [det(A)]
1. Using Protocol 4.4 the parties securely generate [R], a shared random invertible m×m

matrix, and [d], sharings of the determinant of R.
2. The parties compute [d−1] (Protocol 3.10).
3. They compute [S]← [R] · [A] (using Protocol 3.9 m2 times).
4. They reveal S.
5. Each party Pi computes e = det(S).
6. Pi computes [det(A)]i ← e · [d−1]i.

Protocol 4.5 starts with Protocol 4.4. After that, the computation of [d−1] in line 2 can
be done in three rounds following Protocol 3.10. Parallel to the �rst round, the matrix
multiplication from line 3 can be done which requires an extra amount of m2 �eld elements
sent, m3 local multiplications and m2 reconstructions. In the second round of computing
[d−1], the revealing of S can take place by sending another m2 elements and doing another
m2 reconstructions. For the computation of the determinant in line 5, we will use m3 local
multiplications, followed by one local multiplication in the last step. In total, there are
seven rounds, each party sends 4m2 +m + 6 �eld elements and does 3m3 + 2m + 5 local
multiplications and 3m2 + 4 reconstructions.

When a matrix is singular, Protocol 4.5 still computes the correct determinant. But the
Protocol is not secure anymore, since the public e in line 5 will be 0 when the matrix is sin-
gular. Cramer and Damgård [CD01] also proposed a protocol to compute the determinant
of an arbitrary, possibly singular, matrix.

4.5 Complexity

The complexities of the protocols introduced in this chapter, are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Protocol Round Communication
complexity complexity

4.1 Polynomial multiplication [MF06], 1 2m+ 1
polynomials of degree m

4.2 Polynomial multiplication new, 1 2m+ 1
polynomials of degree m

4.3 Polynomial division 6 6l − 3m+ 7
polynomials of degrees
m, l, m > l

4.4 Generating ([R], [d]) 4 2m2 +m+ 3

4.5 Determinant invertible 7 4m2 +m+ 6
m×m matrix [A]

Protocol Multiplicative Recombination
complexity complexity

4.1 Polynomial multiplication [MF06], (2m+ 1)2 2m+ 2
polynomials of degree m

4.2 Polynomial multiplication new, 1.20mlg23 1
polynomials of degree m

4.3 Polynomial division, l −m+ 2+ 5
polynomials of degrees m, l, m > l 1.20(2(l −m)lg23+

mlg23+
(2l −m+ 1)lg23)

4.4 Generating ([R], [d]) m3 + 2m+ 1 m2 + 2

4.5 Determinant invertible 3m3 + 2m+ 5 3m2 + 4
m×m matrix [A]

Table 4.1: Complexity of the protocols in Chapter 4
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5 Secure error-correction of Reed-Solomon

codes

Error-correcting codes add redundant information to a message in such a way that it is
possible to detect and/or correct errors after transmission. Some general information is
given in Chapter 2. For more details we refer the reader to several books on the subject,
e.g. [MS77]. In the following paragraph, Reed-Solomon codes will be introduced. There-
after the focus will be on di�erent decoding algorithms for Reed-Solomon codes and their
secure versions. These secure protocols are also implemented in Mathematica in Appendix
B. A complexity analysis of the secure decoding protocols will conclude the chapter. We
follow [PWB10], unless otherwise stated.

Reed-Solomon codes

Reed-Solomon codes are well-known error-correcting codes invented by Irving S. Reed and
Gustave Solomon in 1960 [RS60]. A Reed-Solomon code is a narrow-sense BCH code over
Fq of length l = q − 1. It encodes a message of length k by viewing the symbols as coe�-
cients of a polynomial p(X) over Fq of degree k− 1 and multiplying p(X) by the generator
polynomial g(X) = (X−αb)(X−αb+1)...(X−αb+l−k−1) where 0 6 b, k 6 l, α is a primitive
element of Fq and usually b = 1. The coe�cients of the polynomial c(X) = p(X)g(X) are
the encoding symbols. The dimension of a Reed-Solomon code is k. The BCH-bound gives
d > l − k + 1 and the Singleton bound gives d 6 l − k + 1, hence d = l − k + 1 and Reed-
Solomon codes are maximum distance separable (MDS). Therefore these [l, k, l − k + 1]
codes can correct e errors as long as 2e < l − k + 1.

For decoding the received r(X) = c(X) + e(X), where e(X) is the error that possibly
occurred, the receiver divides r(X) by g(X). If the remainder is zero, no errors occurred.
If the remainder is nonzero, a common way to decode is:

1. Compute the syndrome s(X).

2. Compute the error locator polynomial σ(X).

3. Compute the error evaluator polynomial ω(X).

4. Compute the error values and error locations to get e(X).

5. Subtract the error e(X) from the received r(X) to get the original codeword.
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De�nition 5.1 (Syndrome). The syndrome polynomial s(X) is de�ned by

s(X) = r(α) + r(α2)X + r(α3)X2 + ...+ r(αd−1)Xd−2 .

We assume the number of errors w = wt(e(X)) is at most ⌊d−1
2
⌋. The support of e(X) will

be denoted by I: ei ̸= 0 if and only if i ∈ I. The error locator polynomial σ(X) now is

σ(X) =
∏
i∈I

(1− αiX),

with coe�cients σ0 = 1, σ1, ..., σw. The zeros of σ(X) are the reciprocals of the error
locations. The error evaluator polynomial ω(X) is de�ned by

ω(X) =
∑
i∈I

eiα
i

∏
j∈I\{i}

(1− αjX).

The error values are given by Forney's formula:

el = −
ω(α−l)

σ′(α−l)

for all error positions αl and with σ′(X) the formal derivative of σ(X).

Theorem 5.1 (Key equation). The error locator polynomial σ(X) and the error evaluator
polynomial ω(X) satisfy the key equation:

σ(X)s(X) ≡ ω(X) mod Xd−1, (5.1)

where d is the minimum distance of the code.

Proof. The coe�cients of the syndrome satisfy sj = r(αj) = e(αj), since c(αj) = 0. s(X)
becomes

s(X) =
d−1∑
j=1

e(αj)Xj−1 =
d−1∑
j=1

∑
i∈I

eiα
ijXj−1 =

∑
i∈I

eiα
i

d−1∑
j=1

(αiX)j−1 =
∑
i∈I

eiα
i1− (αiX)d−1

1− αiX
.

For σ(X)s(X) we get

σ(X)s(X) =
∏
j∈I

(1− αjX)s(X) =
∑
i∈I

eiα
i(1− (αiX)d−1)

∏
j∈I\{i}

(1− αjX),

and

σ(X)s(X) ≡
∑
i∈I

eiα
i

∏
j∈I\{i}

(1− αjX) ≡ ω(X) mod Xd−1.
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Di�erent algorithms for solving the key equation exist. Amongst them are the Berlekamp-
Massey algorithm [Mas69], an inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [RST91], the bi-
nary GCD algorithm [Arg05], the Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm [SKH75] and we proposed
a variation of the Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm using subresultants. In the following para-
graphs they will be explained and transformed into secure versions.

Example 5.1. Decoding Reed-Solomon codes [Til93] Let the Reed-Solomon code with length
7 over F23 have minimum distance 5. Let F23 be generated by α satisfying α3 + α+1 = 0.
Let r = (α3, α, 1, α2, 0, α3, 1) be received. The syndrome polynomial can be computed:

s(X) = α3 + α4X + α4X2.

Following one of the algorithms, σ(X) and ω(X) can be found:

σ(X) = α2 +X +X2,

ω(X) = α5 + α4X.

σ(X) = 0 for X = α4 = α−3 and X = α5 = α−2, so an error occurred on positions
2 and 3 of the error vector. σ′(X) = 1, so the error values are e3 = −ω(α−3) = α6

and e2 = −ω(α−2) = α3. e(X) = α3X2 + α6X3 and subtracting e(X) from r(X) gives
c(X) = α3 + αX + αX2 +X3 + α3X5 +X6.

5.1 Berlekamp-Massey

Berlekamp [Ber67] invented an algorithm (Algorithm 5.1) for decoding BCH-codes and
Massey [Mas69] simpli�ed the algorithm (Algorithm 5.2). The essence is an iterative pro-
cedure which successively computes polynomials that satisfy a variation of the key equation
(5.1).

Berlekamp uses the key equation σ(X)(1 + s(X)) ≡ ω(X) mod X2e+1, where e is the
error correcting capability (De�nition 2.4). The di�erence between this form and the form
from (5.1) is how the syndrome is de�ned. In (5.1), it starts with X0, while Berlekamp
starts with X1 and adds 1. The problem is broken up into smaller pieces. Consider the
sequence of equations

σj(X)(1 + s(X)) ≡ ωj(X) mod Xj+1,

which have to be solved for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., d−1. These equations may have many solutions,
but since the degree of σ(X) is the number of errors, we try to �nd a solution in which the
degrees of σ(X) and ω(X) are as small as possible. If a solution for a certain j is known,
we may write

σj(X)(1 + s(X)) ≡ ωj(X) + δjX
j+1 mod Xj+2,
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where δj is the coe�cient of Xj+1 in the product σj(X)(1 + s(X)). If δj = 0, then
σj+1(X) ← σj(X) and ωj+1(X) ← ωj(X). To de�ne σj+1(X) and ωj+1(X) when δj ̸= 0,
the auxiliary polynomials τj(X) and γj(X) are introduced, such that

τj(X)(1 + s(X)) ≡ γj(X) +Xj mod Xj+1.

The degrees of τj(X) and γj(X) also have to be small. The successive σ(X)'s and ω(X)'s
are now de�ned by

σj+1(X)← σj(X)− δjXτj(X),

ωj+1(X)← ωj(X)− δjXγj(X).

Now σj+1(X) and ωj+1(X) satisfy the equation σj+1(X)(1+s(X)) ≡ ωj+1(X) mod X(j+1)+1.
τj+1(X) and γj+1(X) can be de�ned by either

τj+1(X) = Xτj(X) and γj+1(X) = Xγj(X), (5.2)

or

τj+1(X) =
σj(X)

δj
and γj+1(X) =

Xωj(X)

δj
. (5.3)

Both (5.2) and (5.3) satisfy τj+1(X)(1+s(X)) ≡ γj+1(X)+Xj+1 mod Xj+2. If δj(X) = 0,
(5.2) will be used. But if δj(X) ̸= 0 the choice between (5.2) and (5.3) will be based upon
the desire to minimize the degrees of τj+1(X) and γj+1(X). An upper bound, dj, on the
degrees of σj(X), τj(X), ωj(X) and γj(X) is used, more details are given in [Ber67]. dj will
be de�ned such that deg σj(X) 6 dj and deg τj(X) 6 j − dj, which leads to

dj+1 ←
{

dj if δj = 0 or if 2dj > j + 1,
j + 1− dj if δj ̸= 0 and 2dj 6 j + 1.

Berlekamp [Ber67] explains that (5.2) has to be used if δj = 0 or if 2dj > j + 1 and (5.3)
has to be used if δj ̸= 0 and 2dj < j + 1.

The initial equations are

σ0(X)(1 + s(X)) ≡ ω0(X) mod X,

τ0(X)(1 + s(X)) ≡ γ0(X) + 1 mod X,

which give the initialisations

σ0(X) = τ0(X) = ω0(X) = 1, γ0(X) = 0, d0 = 0.

For reasons related to the minimisation of the degrees, the boolean function bj is introduced
and decides for (5.2) or (5.3) when δj ̸= 0 and 2dj = j + 1. Use (5.2) when bj = 0 and use
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(5.3) when bj = 1. bj+1 ← bj when using (5.2) and bj+1 ← 1 − bj when using (5.3). This
leads to Algorithm 5.1.

Algorithm 5.1 [Ber67] Original Berlekamp algorithm

Input: Syndrome s(X)
Output: σ(X), ω(X)
1. set
2. σ0(X)← 1
3. τ0(X)← 1
4. ω0(X)← 1
5. γ0(X)← 0
6. d0 ← 0
7. b0 ← 0
8. for 0 6 j 6 2e do
9. δj ← coe�cient of Xj+1 in σj(X)(1 + s(X))

10. set
11. σj+1(X)← σj(X)− δj ·X · τj(X)
12. ωj+1(X)← ωj(X)− δj ·X · γj(X)
13. if δj = 0 ∨ 2dj > j + 1 ∨ (δj ̸= 0 ∧ 2dj = j + 1 ∧ bj = 0) then
14. set
15. dj+1 ← dj
16. bj+1 ← bj
17. τj+1(X)← X · τj(X)
18. γj+1(X)← X · γj(X)
19. end if
20. if δj ̸= 0 ∧ ((2dj < j + 1) ∨ (2dj = j + 1 ∧ bj = 1)) then
21. dj+1 ← j + 1− dj
22. bj+1 ← 1− bj
23. τj+1(X)← σj(X)

δj

24. γj+1(X)← ωj(X)

δj

25. end if
26. end for
27. σ(X)← σj+1(X)
28. ω(X)← ωj+1(X)

Massey [Mas69] showed Berlekamp's algorithm actually provides a general solution for �nd-
ing the minimal polynomial of a linearly recurrent sequence. He simpli�ed the algorithm
for decoding BCH-codes as well (using key equation (5.1)), this algorithm is known as the
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, Algorithm 5.2.
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Algorithm 5.2 [Mas69] Berlekamp-Massey algorithm

Input: Syndrome s(X)
Output: σ(X), ω(X)
1. set
2. σ0(X)← 1
3. ω0(X)← 0
4. d0 ← 0
5. σ′

0(X)← 0
6. ω′

0(X)← −1
7. ∆ = 1
8. for j = 0; j 6 d− 2; j ++ do
9. δj ← coe�cient of Xj in σj(X)s(X)− ωj(X)

10. if δj = 0 then
11. dj+1 ← dj
12. σj+1(X)← σj(X)
13. ωj+1(X)← ωj(X)
14. σ′

j+1(X)← Xσ′
j(X)

15. ω′
j+1(X)← Xω′

j(X)
16. end if
17. if δj ̸= 0 ∧ 2dj > j then
18. dj+1 ← dj
19. σj+1(X)← σj(X)− δj∆

−1σ′
j(X)

20. ωj+1(X)← ωj(X)− δj∆
−1ω′

j(X)
21. σ′

j+1(X)← Xσ′
j(X)

22. ω′
j+1(X)← Xω′

j(X)
23. end if
24. if δj ̸= 0 ∧ 2dj 6 j then
25. dj+1 ← j + 1− dj
26. σj+1(X)← σj(X)− δj∆

−1σ′
j(X)

27. ωj+1(X)← ωj(X)− δj∆
−1ω′

j(X)
28. ∆← δj
29. σ′

j+1(X)← Xσj(X)
30. ω′

j+1(X)← Xωj(X)
31. end if
32. end for
33. σ(X)← σj+1(X) mod Xd−2

34. ω(X)← ωj+1(X) mod Xd−2

In the secure Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, Protocol 5.1, party Pi starts with his share of
the syndrome, [s(X)]i ∈ Fq[X]. The same initialisation values hold for σ(X), ω(X), σ′(X),
ω′(X) and ∆. j counts the number of iterations and since it is known in which iteration
they are, j can remain public.
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Corresponding to line 9 in Algorithm 5.2, [δj] ←
∑

k+l=j[σjk ][sl] − [ωjj ] has to be com-
puted in line 9 in the secure Protocol 5.1. Which line (10, 17 or 24) from Algorithm
5.2 has to be continued with, depends on the values of δj and dj. Actually, lines 10-16
and lines 17-23 are the same. They only look di�erent in σj+1(X) and ωj+1(X) but since
δj∆

−1σ′
j(X) = 0 and δj∆

−1ω′
j(X) = 0 for δj = 0, they also assign the same values there.

So we have to distinguish δj ̸= 0 ∧ 2dj 6 j and (δj ̸= 0 ∧ 2dj > j) ∨ (δj = 0) and in the
secure Protocol 5.1 we will use

[γ]← [δj ̸= 0] ∧ [2dj 6 j].

γ ∈ {0, 1} ⊂ Fq=2m , and [γ] = [0] for lines 10-16 and lines 17-23 and [γ] = [1] for lines
24-31 from Algorithm 5.2.

To be able to make an e�cient comparison, the integer vj = j − 2dj will be introduced
in the secure Protocol 5.1, vj ∈ {−d − 2, ..., d − 2}, where j and dj are integers as well.
j, dj ∈ {0, 1, ..., d − 2}, since j starts at 0 and goes to d − 2 and 0 6 dj 6 dj+1 6 j + 1
which is shown in Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.2. For all j > 0: 0 6 dj 6 dj+1 6 j + 1.

Proof. The proof is by induction. For j = 0, d0 = 0 is de�ned. d1 will be either d0 = 0 or
j + 1− dj = 0 + 1− 0 = 1. So 0 6 d0 6 d1 6 1 holds.

Suppose for j > 0, 0 6 dj−1 6 dj 6 j:

• If dj+1 ← dj: 0 6 dj−1 6 dj = dj+1 6 j < j + 1, so 0 6 dj 6 dj+1 6 j + 1 holds.

• dj+1 ← j+1−dj only happens when 2dj 6 j. Therefore we have dj+1 = j+1−dj >
j +1− j

2
= j

2
+1 > dj and since we assumed dj is nondecreasing and d0 = 0, dj > 0,

we get dj+1 = j + 1− dj 6 j + 1 and this gives 0 6 dj 6 dj+1 6 j + 1 here as well.

vj will be given in bit representation using two's complement, each bit 0, 1 ⊂ Fq is shared,
where the most signi�cant bit vjm indicates the sign of vj. The bit [vjm ], initialised as 0
since v0 = 0, will be used to compute [γ] in line 10 of Protocol 5.1 by

[γ]← [δj ̸= 0] ∧ [2dj 6 j] = [δq−1
j ] · (1− [vjm ]). (5.4)

After a round in which lines 10-16 or lines 17-23 from Algorithm 5.2 are followed, dj+1

keeps the same value as dj but j increases by 1, so vj+1 ← j+1−2dj = vj +1. When lines
24-31 from Algorithm 5.2 are followed, dj+1 ← j + 1 − dj and j increases 1 which gives
vj+1 ← j + 1 − 2(j + 1 − dj) = −(j + 1 − 2dj) = −(vj + 1). So for the integer v used in
Protocol 5.1, we obtain

vj+1 ←
{

vj + 1 if γ = 0,
−(vj + 1) if γ = 1.
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vj+1 can be computed by adding 1 bitwise (see Protocol 3.2) to vj and, depending on
γ, negating the result. Negating an integer is done by negating every bit and adding 1
to the result. For us this means adding 1 ∈ Fq to every bit vji and adding 1 bitwise to
[vjm + 1]...[vj1 + 1][vj0 + 1]. Negating only has to be done for γ = 1, so instead of adding 1
to every bit, we add γ to every bit and we add γ bitwise in the end.

An example for [vj] = [3] = [0][0][1][1], [γ] = [1] ∈ F8:

AddBitwise([vj]bitrep + 1)← [0][1][0][0],

[0] + [γ]← [1],

[1] + [γ]← [0],

[0] + [γ]← [1],

[0] + [γ]← [1],

AddBitwise([1][0][1][1] + [γ])← [1][1][0][0].

To indicate an integer is bitwise represented in the secure Protocol 5.1, the subscript bitrep
will be added. AddBitwise uses Protocol 3.2 to add two bitwise represented integers.

Using vj, makes dj redundant.

The other variables from Algorithm 5.2 will be adapted as follows to make them applicable
for the secure Protocol 5.1.

• [σj+1(X)]: [σj+1(X)] only depends on [δj] and can be computed as

[σj+1(X)]← [σj(X)]− [δj][∆
−1][σ′

j(X)].

• [ωj+1(X)]: Like [σj+1(X)], also [ωj+1(X)] only depends on [δj] and can be computed
as

[ωj+1(X)]← [ωj(X)]− [δj][∆
−1][ω′

j(X)].

• [σ′
j+1(X)]: [σ′

j+1(X)] depends on both [δj] and [dj] and so

[σ′
j+1(X)]← ([σ′

j(X)] + [γ]([σj(X)]− [σ′
j(X)]))X.

• [ω′
j+1(X)]: [ω′

j+1(X)] looks like [σ′
j+1(X)] and

[ω′
j+1(X)]← ([ω′

j(X)] + [γ]([ωj(X)]− [ω′
j(X)]))X.

• [∆]: [∆] will change when γ = 1 and stay the same otherwise:

[∆]← [∆] + [γ]([δj]− [∆]).
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For intelligibility in describing the variables above, we used the index j to indicate what
happens to the variables in iteration j. But there is no need to save all those values. In
every iteration we can just change, for example, [σ(X)] into a new [σ(X)]. For [σ(X)],
[σ′(X)], [ω(X)] and [ω′(X)] we only have to save the preceding values in the dummy
variables [σd(X)], [σ′

d(X)], [ωd(X)] and [ω′
d(X)]. These dummies are required for the com-

putation of the new values.

Now the secure protocol, Protocol 5.1, can be constructed.

Protocol 5.1 Secure Berlekamp-Massey protocol

Input: [s(X)]
Output: [σ(X)], [ω(X)]
1. set
2. [σ(X)]← 1, [σd(X)]← [σ(X)]
3. [σ′(X)]← 0, [σ′

d(X)]← [σ′(X)]
4. [ω(X)]← 0, [ωd(X)]← [ω(X)]
5. [ω′(X)]← −1, [ω′

d(X)]← [ω′(X)]
6. [∆]← 1
7. [v]bitrep = ([vm][vm−1]...[v1][v0])← 0
8. for j = 0; j 6 d− 2; j ++ do
9. [δj]←

∑
k+l=j[σk][sl]− [ωj]

10. [γ]← [δq−1
j ](1− [vm])

11. [δj∆
−1]← [δj][∆

−1]
12. [σ(X)]← [σd(X)]− [δj∆

−1][σ′
d(X)]

13. [σ′(X)]← ([σ′
d(X)] + [γ]([σd(X)]− [σ′

d(X)]))X
14. [ω(X)]← [ωd(X)]− [δj∆

−1][ω′
d(X)]

15. [ω′(X)]← ([ω′
d(X)] + [γ]([ωd(X)]− [ω′

d(X)]))X
16. [∆]← [∆] + [γ]([δj]− [∆])
17. [v]bitrep ← AddBitwise([v]bitrep + 1)
18. ∀l, 0 6 l 6 m: [vl]← [vl] + [γ]
19. [v]bitrep ← AddBitwise([v]bitrep + [γ])
20. [σd(X)]← [σ(X)]
21. [σ′

d(X)]← [σ′(X)]
22. [ωd(X)]← [ω(X)]
23. [ω′

d(X)]← [ω′(X)]
24. end for
25. Return [σ(X)] and [ω(X)].

Performance

All the computations are done in the For-loop in lines 9-23 of Protocol 5.1. In line 9, [δj]
has to be computed �rst. The number of multiplications is j+1, but these can be done in
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parallel. After that, [δq−1
j ] has to be computed in 2(m−1) rounds while [∆−1] is computed

in parallel. [γ] and [δj∆
−1] can be computed in parallel as well. Then, [σ(X)], [σ′(X)],

[ω(X)], [ω′(X)] and [∆] can be computed in parallel. [v] is computed in lines 17-19 and
therefore 2m rounds are required. So one iteration requires 4m+ 1 rounds.

[δj] requires j + 1 secure multiplications. For the computation of [δq−1
j ] in [γ], we can

not use [δq−1
j ] = [δ−1

j ][δj], since line 3 in Protocol 3.10 for computing the inverse would
reveal if δj is zero or not and that is exactly what we need to compute securely. Therefore
we have to use Protocol 3.11 which requires 2(m − 1) secure multiplications. To get [γ]
another secure multiplication is required. For [δj∆

−1], [∆−1] will be computed �rst by Pro-
tocol 3.10 for computing the inverse. Contrary to δj, ∆ will never be 0 since ∆ = 1 is set in
the initialisation and after that ∆ stays the same or ∆ changes into δj, but only if δj ̸= 0.
[σ(X)], [σ′(X)], [ω(X)] and [ω′(X)] have to be computed using polynomial multiplication
of one polynomial of degree 0 ([δj∆

−1] or [γ]) and a preceding polynomial of degree j.
For each, this requires sending j + 1 �eld elements in each iteration and doing j + 1 local
multiplications and one reconstruction. In parallel with this, the secure multiplication for
[∆] can be performed. The computation of v requires 2m secure multiplications in every
iteration.

This gives d−1 times 4m+1 rounds in which (d−1)(4m+4)+ 5d(d−1)
2

�eld elements are sent

and (d−1)(4m+1)+ 3d(d−1)
2

+(d+2)(d−1) local multiplications and (d−1)(4m+7)+ d(d−1)
2

reconstructions are done.

5.2 Inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey algorithm

Inversion is time consuming and requires many operations. Therefore Burton [Bur71]
modi�ed the original Berlekamp algorithm to eliminate the requirement for inversion for
binary BCH codes. Reed, Shih and Truong [RST91] extended this decoding technique
without inverses to the decoding of BCH codes over nonbinary �nite �elds, this is Algorithm
5.3.

Algorithms 5.2 and 5.3 are quite similar, so also the secure versions of these algorithms
will look like each other. In the initialisation phase of the secure Protocol 5.2 each party
gets the same values for σ(X), σ′(X), d and ∆. Corresponding to line 8 in Algorithm 5.3,
in the secure version [σj+1(X)] will be computed by secure polynomial multiplication. δj+1

in line 7 in Algorithm 5.3 consists of a sum of products. How many products have to be
summed, depends on the value of dj. The secure computation of δj+1 in line 7 in Algorithm
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Algorithm 5.3 [RST91] Inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey algorithm

Input: s(X)
Output: σ(X)
1. set
2. σ0(X)← 1
3. σ′

0(X)← 1
4. d0 ← 0
5. ∆0 ← 1
6. for j = 0; j 6 d− 2;j ++ do
7. δj+1 =

∑dj
k=0 σjks1+j−k

8. σj+1(X)← ∆jσj(X)− δj+1σ
′
j(X) ·X

9. σ′
j+1(X)←

{
X · σ′

j(X) if δj+1 = 0 or if 2dj(X)) > j,
σj(X) if δj+1 ̸= 0 and 2dj 6 j

10. dj+1 ←
{

dj if δj+1 = 0 or if 2dj > j,
j + 1− dj if δj+1 ̸= 0 and 2dj 6 j

11. ∆j+1 ←
{

∆j if δj+1 = 0 or if 2dj > j,
δj+1 if δj+1 ̸= 0 and 2dj 6 j

12. end for
13. σ(X)← σj+1(X)

5.3 looks as follows:

[δj+1] ←
[dj ]∑
k=0

[σjk ][S1+j−k]

= [σj0 ][S1+j] + [(dj
?

> 1)][σj1 ][Sj] + [(dj
?

> 2)][σj2 ][Sj−1] + ...+ [(dj
?

> k)][σjk ][S1]

= [σj0 ][S1+j] +

j∑
k=1

[(dj
?

> k)][σjk ][S1+j−k].

For the comparison [(dj
?

> k)] the vector w = (w1, w2, ..., wd−2) will be introduced where
the integer wk = dj−k is given in bitwise representation. When wk is nonnegative, dj > k,
and when wk is negative, dj < k. The most signi�cant bit of wk is 0 for dj > k and it
is 1 for dj < k. The initialisation value for wk, 1 6 k 6 d − 2, is the integer −k, since
d0 − k = −k. To keep track of [w1],...,[wd−2] and to compute [σ′

j+1(X)], [dj+1] and [∆j+1]
we have to distinguish δj+1 = 0 ∧ 2dj(X) > j and δj+1 ̸= 0 ∨ 2dj(X) 6 j, which can be
done in the same way as in the secure Berlekamp-Massey Protocol 5.1 by equation (5.4):

[γ]← [δq−1
j+1 ](1− [vm]),

where the integer v is v = j − 2dj in bitwise representation using two's complements and
the most signi�cant bit vm indicates whether v is negative. Also here, [v] is being updated
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by

[v]bitrep ← AddBitwise([v]bitrep + 1)

∀j, 0 6 j 6 m : [vj]← [vj] + [γ]

[v]bitrep ← AddBitwise([v]bitrep + [γ]).

With [γ], [w1],...,[wd−2] can be updated as well. wk does not change if γ = 0, and wk

becomes j + 1− dj − k which is j + 1− wk − 2k, if γ = 1. This gives

[wk]← (1− [γ])[wk] + [γ](j + 1− [wk]− 2k) = [γ](j + 1− 2k − 2[wk]) + [wk].

Start with the bitrepresentation of the public integer j + 1− 2k. To compute 2[wk], shift
the bits one position up. For the negation, add 1 to every single bit and add bitwise 1
thereafter. Add j + 1 − 2k and −2[wk] bitwise, call the result [zk]. Multiplying [zk] by
[γ] ∈ {0, 1} can be done in parallel by multiplying every bit of [zk] by [γ] ∈ {0, 1}. Add
[wk] bitwise to this result to get the new [wk]. This can be done in parallel for all [wk],
1 6 k 6 d− 2, and makes it possible to compute [δj+1] thereafter:

[δj+1]← [σj0 ][S1+j] +

j∑
k=1

(1− [wkm ])[σjk ][S1+j−k].

Besides, σ′
j+1(X), dj+1 and ∆j+1 from lines 9, 10 and 11 in Algorithm 5.3 can be securely

computed:

[σ′
j+1(X)]← (1− [γ])X[σ′

j(X)] + [γ][σj(X)] = [γ]([σj(X)]− [σ′
j(X)]X) + [σ′

j(X)]X,

[dj+1]← (1− [γ])[dj] + [γ](j + 1− [dj]) = [γ](j + 1− 2[dj]) + [dj],

[∆j+1]← (1− [γ])[∆j] + [γ][δj+1] = [γ]([δj+1]− [∆j]) + [∆j].

This results in secure Protocol 5.2. Like in Protocol 5.1, we will not use the indices j to
indicate in which iteration we are. Dummy variables σd(X) and σ′

d(X) are required.
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Protocol 5.2 Secure inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey protocol

Input: [s(X)]
Output: [σ(X)] and [ω(X)]
1. set
2. [σ(X)]← 1, [σd(X)]← [σ(X)]
3. [σ′(X)]← 1, [σ′

d(X)]← [σ′(X)]
4. [∆]← 1
5. [v]bitrep = ([vm][vm−1]...[v1][v0])← 0
6. [w1]bitrep = ([w1m ], [w1m−1 ], ..., [w11 ], [w10 ])← {−1}bitrep
7.

...
8. [wd−2]bitrep = ([wd−2m ][wd−2m−1 ], ..., [wd−21 ], [wd−20 ])← {−(d− 2)}bitrep
9. for j = 0; j 6 d− 2; j ++ do

10. [δ]← [σ0][S1+j] +
∑j

k=1(1− [wkm ])[σk][S1+j−k]
11. [γ]← [δq−1](1− [vm])
12. Compute in parallel:
13. [σ(X)]← [∆][σd(X)]− [δ][σ′

d(X)] ·X
14. [σ′(X)]← [γ]([σd(X)]− [σ′

d(X)] ·X) + [σ′
d(X)] ·X

15. [∆]← [γ]([δ]− [∆]) + [∆]
16. ∀k, 1 6 k 6 d− 2: [zk]bitrep ← AddBitwise({j + 1− 2k}bitrep + {−2[wk]}bitrep)
17. [yk]bitrep ← [zk]bitrep · [γ]
18. [wk]bitrep ← AddBitwise([yk]bitrep + [wk]bitrep)
19. [v]bitrep ← AddBitwise([v]bitrep + 1)
20. ∀j, 0 6 j 6 m: [vj]← [vj] + [γ]
21. [v]bitrep ← AddBitwise([v]bitrep + [γ]
22. set
23. [σd(X)]← [σ(X)]
24. [σ′

d(X)]← [σ′(X)]
25. end for
26. [σ(X)]← [σ(X)]
27. [ω(X)]← [σ(X)][s(X)] mod Xd−1

Performance

After the initialisation, the For-loop has to be repeated d−1 times. Computing [δ] requires
2j + 1 secure multiplications which can be done in two rounds. Computing [γ] requires
2(m − 1) rounds for the computation of [δq−1] and another round to �nish. In the next
round [σ(X)], [σ′(X)] and [∆] can be computed in parallel. All [wk]'s in lines 16-18 can
be computed in parallel in 2m + 1 rounds. Computing [v] takes another 2m rounds. One
iteration requires 6m+ 3 rounds.

For every iteration, [δ] requires 2j + 1 secure multiplications, [δq−1] requires 2(m − 1)
secure multiplications and another one is required to compute [γ]. [σ(X)] and [σ′(X)] are
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computed by secure polynomial multiplications of a polynomial of degree 0 and one of de-
gree j (for σ(X)) or j + 1 (for σ′(X)). [∆] can be computed by one secure multiplication.
Together, the [wk]'s require 2(d−2)m+1 secure multiplications and [v] requires 2m secure
multiplications.

Altogether, this gives (d − 1)(6m + 3) rounds, in which (d − 1)(4m + 1) + (d − 1)2 +

d(d− 1) + (d+2)(d−1)
2

+ 2m(d− 2)2 �eld elements are sent, the same number of local multi-
plications is done and (d− 1)(4m+ 4) + (d− 1)2 + 2m(d− 1)(d− 2)2 reconstructions are
performed.

5.3 Binary GCD decoding

Based on the binary GCD algorithm from Stein [Ste67], Algorithm 2.4, a binary GCD
algorithm for computing error locator polynomials, Algorithm 5.4, was developed [Arg05].

The observations used for Algorithm 2.4 now become:

• If f(X) and g(X) are both even,

GCD(f(X), g(X)) = X ·GCD(
f(X)

X
,
g(X)

X
).

• If f(X) is even and g(X) is odd,

GCD(f(X), g(X)) = GCD(
f(X)

X
, g(X)).

• If f(X) and g(X) are both odd,

GCD(f(X), g(X)) = GCD(
f(X) + f0

g0
g(X)

X
, g(X)).

Where a polynomial f(X) is even when f0 = 0 and odd otherwise.

Making Algorithm 5.4 secure, requires some changes. In the secure version, r(X), s(X), u(X),
v(X) and ρ will be shared variables. In the initialisation phase they are set to
[r(X)]← [s(X)], [u(X)]← 1,
[s(X)]← g(X), [v(X)]← 0.
The variable δ alternates between -1 and 0. In the beginning δ ← −1. Since −1 < 0, δ will
become 1 in line 20. In line 26 in Algorithm 5.4 δ ← δ − 1, so δ = 0 at the end of the �rst
iteration. In the second iteration δ only changes in line 26 where δ ← δ − 1, so δ ← −1
and a new iteration starting again with δ = −1 will have δ = 0 in the end. So in iteration
i in the for-loop, δ = −1 when i is odd and δ = 0 when i is even. Instead of δ we will use
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the parity of i.

The For-loop has to be run d − 1 times. In the �rst If-statement we have to distinguish
odd and even [r(X)]. Therefore

[ϵ]← [(r0
?

̸= 0)]

is introduced which can be computed by

[ϵ]← [rq−1
0 ].

Algorithm 5.4 [Arg05] Binary GCD decoder algorithm

Input: s(X)
Output: σ(X), ω(X)
1. set
2. r(X)← s(X)
3. s(X)← Xd−1

4. u(X)← 1
5. v(X)← 0
6. δ ← −1
7. for i = 1; i 6 d− 1; i++ do
8. if r(X) is odd then
9. if s(X) is odd then

10. ρ← r0
s0

11. else
12. ρ← 1
13. end if
14. if δ = 0 then
15. r(X)← r(X) + ρs(X)
16. u(X)← u(X) + ρv(X)
17. else
18. r(X)← r(X) + ρs(X), s(X)← r(X)
19. u(X)← u(X) + ρv(X), v(X)← u(X)
20. δ ← −δ
21. end if
22. end if
23. u2t ← u0

24. r0 ← 0, u0 ← 0
25. r(X)← r(X)

X
, u(X)← u(X)

X

26. δ ← δ − 1
27. end for
28. σ(X)← u(X)
29. ω(X)← σ(X)s(X) mod Xd−1
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The next step is computing [ρ], depending on the parity of s(X). If s(X) is odd (s0 ̸= 0,

sq−1
0 = 1), [ρ] = [r0]

[s0]
and if s(X) is even (s0 = 0, sq−1

0 = 0), [ρ] = [1]. [ρ] can now be
securely computed as

[ρ] ← [sq−1
0 ] · [r0]

[s0]
+ (1− [sq−1

0 ])

= [sq−1
0 ][r0][s

−1
0 ] + 1− [sq−1

0 ]

= [r0][s
q−2
0 ] + 1− [sq−1

0 ]

= [sq−2
0 ]([r0]− [s0]) + 1.

The last If-statement computes the new [r(X)], [s(X)], [u(X)] and [v(X)] if [r(X)] is odd,
otherwise they stay the same. If [r(X)] is odd, [r(X)] becomes [r(X)] + [ρ][s(X)] and
[u(X)] becomes [u(X)] + [ρ][v(X)]. They will be computed by

[r(X)]← [r(X)] + [ρ][s(X)][ϵ],

[u(X)]← [u(X)] + [ρ][v(X)][ϵ].

If [r(X)] is odd ([ϵ] = 1) and i is odd (we use the parity of i instead of δ), [s(X)]← [r(X)]
and [v(X)]← [u(X)] are set, otherwise [s(X)] and [v(X)] will not change:

if i is odd then
[s(X)]← [ϵ][r(X)] + (1− [ϵ])[s(X)] = [ϵ]([r(X)]− [s(X)]) + [s(X)]
[v(X)]← [ϵ][u(X)] + (1− [ϵ])[v(X)] = [ϵ]([u(X)]− [v(X)]) + [v(X)]

endif

Dummy variables [rd(X)], [sd(X)], [ud(X)] and [vd(X)] are required. The last steps of
the For-loop can be done locally. Each party Pi sets [u2t]i = [u0]i, [r0]i = 0, [u0]i = 0
and divides [r(X)] and [u(X)] by X. After deg(g(X)) iterations of the For-loop, the error
locator polynomial [σ(X)] ← [u(X)]. The error evaluator polynomial can be computed
using

[s(X)] · [σ(X)] = [ω(X)](mod g(X)).

This results in secure Protocol 5.3.

Performance

Lines 7-24 of Protocol 5.3 have to be done d − 1 times. In this For-loop, [ϵ] and [ρ] can
be computed in parallel, followed by [ρϵ], [s(X)] and [v(X)] and in the third round [r(X)]
and [u(X)] can be computed.
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Protocol 5.3 Secure binary GCD decoder protocol

Input: [s(X)]
Output: [σ(X)], [ω(X)]
1. set
2. [r(X)]← [s(X)], [rd(X)]← [r(X)]
3. [s(X)]← Xd−1, [sd(X)]← [s(X)]
4. [u(X)]← 1, [ud(X)]← [u(X)]
5. [v(X)]← 0, [vd(X)]← [v(X)]
6. for i = 1; i 6 d− 1; i++ do
7. [ϵ]← [rq−1

0 ]
8. [ρ]← [sq−2

0 ]([r0]− [s0]) + 1
9. [ρϵ]← [ρ][ϵ]

10. if i is odd then
11. [s(X)]← [ϵ]([rd(X)]− [sd(X)]) + [sd(X)]
12. [v(X)]← [ϵ]([ud(X)]− [vd(X)]) + [vd(X)]
13. end if
14. [r(X)]← [rd(X)] + [ρϵ][sd(X)]
15. [u(X)]← [ud(X)] + [ρϵ][vd(X)]
16. [u2t]← [u0]
17. [r0]← 0
18. [u0]← 0

19. [r(X)]← [r(X)]
X

20. [u(X)]← [u(X)]
X

21. [rd(X)]← [r(X)]
22. [sd(X)]← [s(X)]
23. [ud(X)]← [u(X)]
24. [vd(X)]← [v(X)]
25. end for
26. [σ(X)]← [u(X)]
27. [ω(X)]← [s(X)][σ(X)] mod Xd−1

We can not use Protocol 3.10 to compute [rq−1
0 ] = [r−1

0 ][r0] and [sq−2
0 ] = [s−1

0 ], since
both r0 and s0 might be zero. Therefore 2(m − 1) secure multiplications for both [ϵ]
and [ρ] are required. After that, [ρϵ] just requires one secure multiplication. Updating
[s(X)], [v(X)], [r(X)] and [u(X)] each require one secure polynomial multiplication, which
corresponds in this case to d parallel secure multiplications, because one of the 'polynomi-
als' is a constant.

This gives (d − 1)(2m − 1) + d−1
2

rounds in which 4m − 3 + 3d �eld elements are sent
and the same number of local multiplications and reconstructions is done.
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5.4 Euclid-based decoding

The error locator polynomial and the error evaluator polynomial can be found by applying

Euclid's algorithm (Algorithm 2.3) to Xd−1 and the syndrome until deg(si(X)) <
d− 1

2
for

the �rst time. Sugiyama [SKH75] showed this by looking at Euclid's extended algorithm.
The relations in Algorithm 2.3 satisfy(

si−2(X)
si−1(X)

)
=

(
qi(X) 1
1 0

)(
si−1(X)
si(X)

)
and (

ui(X) ui−1(X)
vi(X) vi−1(X)

)
=

(
q1(X) 1
1 0

)(
q2(X) 1
1 0

)
. . .

(
qi(X) 1
1 0

)
,

which gives(
s−1(X)
s0(X)

)
=

(
ui(X) ui−1(X)
vi(X) vi−1(X)

)(
si−1(X)
si(X)

)
.

Since the determinant of

(
ui(X) ui−1(X)
vi(X) vi−1(X)

)
is (−1)i, we have

(
si−1(X)
si(X)

)
= (−1)i

(
vi−1(X) −ui−1(X)
−vi(X) ui(X)

)(
s−1(X)
s0(X)

)
and the remainder si(X) at the ith iteration is

si(X) = (−1)i
(
− vi(X)s−1(X) + ui(X)s0(X)

)
.

Since s−1(X) divides (−1)iui(X)s0(X)− si(X),

si(X) = (−1)iui(X)s0(X) mod s−1(X),

which looks like the key equation.

Other properties that are related to the method for solving the key equation are

deg(si(X)) < deg(si−1(X)),

deg(ui(X)) =
i∑

j=1

deg(qj(X)) and deg(si−1(X)) = deg(s−1(X))−
i∑

j=1

deg(qj(X))

give

deg(ui(X)) = deg(s−1(X))− deg(si−1(X)).
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Algorithm 5.5 [SKH75] Euclid-Sugiyama algorithm

Input: s(X)
Output: σ(X), ω(X)
1. set
2. s0(X)← Xd−1

3. s1(X)← s(X)
4. v0(X)← 0
5. v1(X)← 1

6. while deg(si(X)) > d− 1

2
do

7. (qi(X), si(X))← DivRem(si−2(X), si−1(X))
8. vi(X)← qi(X)vi−1(X) + vi−2(X)
9. end while

10. σ(X)← vi(X)
11. ω(X)← (−1)isi(X)

The polynomials ui(X) and vi(X) are relatively prime.

From this properties Sugiyama [SKH75] proved Algorithm 5.5 for solving the key equation.

To make Algorithm 5.5 secure, we need secure division with remainder for polynomials,
as shown in Protocol 4.3. We will write DivRem([f(X)], [g(X)]) = ([q(X)], [r(X)]) to
denote Protocol 4.3 is used and every party obtains a share of the quotient and a share
of the remainder. In this protocol, the leading coe�cient of the denominator can not be
zero. To accomplish (a part of) the Euclidean algorithm, Protocol 4.3 is needed several
times. Using the notation from Algorithm 2.3, on the �rst input s0(X) ← Xd−1 and
s1(X) ← s(X) the output of Protocol 4.3 is q2(X) and s2(X) with degrees deg(q2) and
deg(s2) respectively. The next input has to be s1(X), s2(X) where the leading coe�cient
of s2(X) is not allowed to be zero. This means that after an execution of the protocol,

the output of the comparison [(s2deg(s2)
?
= 0)] has to be revealed. If the leading coe�cient

of s2(X) is 0, the next comparison [(s2deg(s2)−1

?
= 0)] has to be made and revealed. τ(k, l)

will be written for the comparison and revealing of [(skdeg(sk)−l

?
= 0)]. This can be done by

Protocol 5.4, which is based on Protocol 3.10. The generation of a random nonzero �eld
element, a secure multiplication and a revealing in Protocol 5.4 requires four rounds, �ve
�eld elements sent, two local multiplications and three reconstructions. Protocol 5.4 has
to be repeated until τ = 0. At that point the degree is known so the input for the next
iteration as well. Because the degree of si is public, it can also easily be compared with
d− 1

2
. As soon as deg(si(X)) <

d− 1

2
, the algorithm terminates and σ(X) ← vi(X) and

ω(X)← (−1)isi(X). This is shown in Protocol 5.5
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Protocol 5.4 Computation of τ(k, l)

Input: [skdeg(sk)−l
]

Output: τ ← τ(k, l)
1. Together, the parties generate a random nonzero [z] ∈ Fq (Protocol 3.7).
2. The parties compute [w]← [z][skdeg(sk)−l

] (Protocol 3.4).
3. They reveal w.
4. if w = 0 then
5. τ = 1
6. else
7. τ = 0
8. end if

Protocol 5.5 Secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol

Input: [s(X)]
Output: [σ(X)] and [ω(X)]
1. set
2. s0(X)← Xd−1

3. v0(X)← 0
4. [s1(X)]← [s(X)]
5. v1(X)← 1

6. µ← d− 1

2
7. i← 1
8. while deg(si(X)) > µ do
9. i← i+ 1

10. ([qi(X)], [si(X)])← DivRem([si−2(X)], [si−1(X)])
11. [vi(X)]← [qi(X)][vi−1(X)] + [vi−2(X)]
12. l← 0
13. [τ ]← [τ(i, l)]
14. Reveal τ .
15. while τ = 1 do
16. l← l + 1
17. [τ ]← [τ(i, l)] (Protocol 5.4)
18. Reveal τ .
19. end while
20. deg(si(X))← deg(si(X))− l
21. end while
22. [σ(X)]← [vi(X)]
23. [ω(X)]← (−1)i[si(X)]
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Performance

Lines 8-21 of Protocol 5.5 are followed at most ⌊d
2
⌋−1 times. The quantities ([qi(X)], [si(X)])

are computed �rst, which takes four rounds, followed by [vi(X)] in the �fth round. Lines
13-14 / 17-18 in Protocol 5.5 for computing and revealing τ take �ve rounds where six
�eld elements are sent, two local multiplications and four reconstructions are done. After
at most d−2

2
times, τ will be 0.

After applying Protocol 4.3 for division with remainder once, 3d + 4 �eld elements are
sent and 2 + 1 + 1.20(2log2 3 + (d − 2)log2 3 + (d + 1)log2 3) local multiplications and four
reconstructions are done. Computing [vi(X)] requires one polynomial multiplication and
computing and revealing τ requires four rounds, �ve �eld elements sent, two local multi-
plications and three reconstructions.

This gives at most 5(⌊d
2
⌋ − 1)d

2
rounds where in total at most (⌊d

2
⌋ − 1)(7d − 5) �eld

elements are sent, (⌊d
2
⌋ − 1)(d + 1.20(2log2 3 + (d− 2)log2 3 + (d+ 1)log2 3)) local multiplica-

tions 2(⌊d
2
⌋ − 1)(d+ 1) and reconstructions are done.

5.5 Subresultants

The idea of this paragraph is the same as in the preceding paragraph. Euclid's extended
algorithm is used to �nd the error locator and error evaluator polynomial. Using the nota-
tion of Euclid's extended algorithm, Algorithm 2.3, the error locator polynomial is vj(X)
when deg(sj(X)) < d−1

2
for the �rst time.

Subresultants Sj (De�nition 2.1) containing the coe�cients of Xd−1 and s(X) are (2d−3−
2j)×(2d−3−2j) matrices. Theorem 2.1 states that when the determinant of subresultant
Sj is not equal to zero, j appears in the degree sequence (De�nition 2.2) of the extended
Euclidean algorithm. We look for max{j ∈ degree sequence |j < ⌊d−1

2
⌋}. We will start

with the computation of det(Sj) for j = ⌊d−1
2
⌋. When det(Sj) ̸= 0, we found the right j im-

mediately, otherwise we continue computing det(Sj) for j = ⌊d−1
2
⌋−1, j = ⌊d−1

2
⌋−2,... till

det(Sj) ̸= 0. Now we know the j for which deg(sj(X)) < d−1
2

for the �rst time. According
to Theorem 2.2, the error locator polynomial is

σ(X)← vj(X) =
∑

06r<d−1−deg(s(X))

zrX
r,

where zr, 0 6 r 6 d− 1− deg(s(X))− 1, is part of the unique solution to

Sj(ydeg(s(X))−j−1, ..., y0, zd−1−j−1, ..., z0)
T = (0, ..., 0, 1)T .

This equation can be solved by computing [S−1
j ] where the rightmost column of this inverse

matrix is the solution (ydeg(s(X))−j−1, ..., y0, zd−1−j−1, ..., z0)
T .
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Instead of �rst securely computing the determinant and then securely inverting the matrix
when the determinant is not equal to zero, we can also combine these steps. When using
Protocol 4.5 for the computation of the determinant of an invertible matrix, the parties
know in line 5 whether the input matrix is singular. In this case this does not matter, since
this is what we would like to know and we can save on the computations for computing
the determinant. When e = 0 in Protocol 5.6, j is not in the degree sequence and we have
to continue with j − 1. When e ̸= 0, we can continue by computing [S−1]. This approach
is given in Protocol 5.6.

Protocol 5.6 Secure subresultants protocol

Input: [s(X)]
Output: [σ(X)], [ω(X)]
1. j ← ⌊d−1

2
⌋+ 1

2. e← 0
3. while e = 0 do
4. j ← j − 1
5. Each party i individually sets [S]i ← [Sj]i.
6. The parties generate an invertible matrix [R] (part of Protocol 4.4).
7. They compute [W ]← [R][S].
8. They reveal W .
9. Each party can compute e← det(W ).

10. end while
11. Each party can compute W−1.
12. Party i computes [S−1]i ← W−1[R]i.
13. ([ydeg(s(X))−j−1], ..., [y0], [zd−1−j−1], ..., [z0]) = [S−1

j ]1j, [S
−1
j ]2j, ..., [S

−1
j ]jj

14. [σ(X)]← vj(X) =
∑

06r<d−1−j

[zr]X
r

15. [ω(X)]← [s(X)][σ(X)] mod Xd−1

Performance

In Protocol 5.6 approximately 3 rounds are required to generate a random invertible matrix
[R]. In these rounds, 2m2+m+2 �eld elements are sent and m3+2m local multiplications
and m2 + 1 reconstructions are done. For the matrix multiplication in line 7, one round
with a communication complexity of m2 is required as well as m3 multiplications and m2

reconstructions. Revealing W costs one round for sending m2 elements and m2 recon-
structions. Computing the determinant, inverting W and computing [S−1], each requires
m3 multiplications. Lines 3-10 have to be repeated until e ̸= 0, or in other words, until
deg(sj(X)) < d−1

2
for the �rst time. The maximum number of steps this can take is

deg(s(X))−
⌊d− 1

2

⌋
= d− 2−

⌊d− 1

2

⌋
=

{
d−3
2

, if d is odd
d−2
2

, if d is even
=

⌊d
2

⌋
− 1.
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Therefore Protocol 5.6 will require at most 5(
⌊d
2

⌋
− 1) rounds with a communication

complexity of (4m2+m+2)(
⌊d
2

⌋
−1) and (3m3+2m)(

⌊d
2

⌋
−1)+2m3 local multiplications

and (3m2 + 1)(
⌊d
2

⌋
− 1) reconstructions.

5.6 Conclusion

We have presented and analysed the following �ve secure protocols for computing the error
locator polynomial and the error evaluator polynomial:

1. Protocol 5.1 Secure Berlekamp-Massey protocol

2. Protocol 5.2 Secure inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey protocol

3. Protocol 5.3 Secure binary GCD protocol

4. Protocol 5.5 Secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol

5. Protocol 5.6 Secure subresultants protocol

The complexities of these protocols are summarized in Table 5.1. The leading terms are
given in Table 5.2 to make it more clear. All the protocols compute the error locator
polynomial σ(X) and the error evaluator polynomial ω(X). The secure Euclid-Sugiyama
protocol (Protocol 5.5) reveals the degree of the remainder after every polynomial division.
The subresultants protocol, Protocol 5.6, reveals the degree of the �rst si(X) with degree
smaller than d−1

2
. The other three protocols do not leak any information.

The round complexity is one of the main performance characteristics. The round com-
plexities are given as a function of d and m, where d is the minimum distance and m is the
extension degree of the �eld Fq, q = 2m, d < l = q − 1 = 2m − 1. The round complexity of
Protocols 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 is O(dm), of Protocol 5.5 it is O(d2) and the round complexity of
Protocol 5.6 is O(d). Although Protocol 5.6 is just a variation on Protocol 5.5, the round
complexity of the latter one is worse. The reason is the secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol,
Protocol 5.5, starts performing polynomial division when the degree of the remainder is
above the required value, while the subresultants protocol, Protocol 5.6, is able to skip
these steps and start immediately to test the degree of the remainder in a certain step with
the required value. The subresultants protocol, Protocol 5.6, has the best round complex-
ity, but it leaks information about the degree of the �rst remainder with degree smaller
than d−1

2
. The round complexity of the secure Berlekamp-Massey protocol, Protocol 5.1,

is better than that of the secure inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey protocol, Protocol 5.2,
although the last mentioned was designed as an improvement. This is caused by the sum-
mation in the inverse-free version (line 7 in Algorithm 5.3). To compute this summation in
the secure inverse-free version (line 10 in Protocol 5.2) j comparisons (in the jth iteration)
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have to be made. The round complexity of the secure binary GCD protocol, Protocol 5.3,
is the best from the three protocols that do not leak information.

Obviously, the communication complexity of the secure binary GCD protocol, Protocol
5.3, is the lowest. This is thanks to the fact that actually there are only secure multiplica-
tions of �eld elements (polynomials are multiplied by a constant) and shiftings which can
be done without interaction and local computations.

The secure binary GCD protocol, Protocol 5.3, has the lowest complexity for local com-
putations as well, and again this is caused by the relatively simple operations performed.

Which protocol is the 'best', depends on the demands. For sure, the binary GCD protocol
is the best when leakage is not allowed. When it does not matter some information is re-
vealed, the secure subresultants protocol has the lowest round complexity, but the binary
GCD protocol has the lowest communication and local computation complexity overall.
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6 Conclusions

A �rst result of this thesis is an improvement of the secure polynomial multiplication proto-
col from Mohassel and Franklin [MF06] of a factor of m fewer local computations. Instead
of evaluating the product of the evaluations of the degree m polynomials in 2m+1 di�erent
points, sharing these evaluations, reconstructing the 2m+1 di�erent points and from those
points reconstructing the product polynomial, we propose to compute the coe�cients of
the local product polynomials, share these and reconstruct the coe�cients immediately.

The main goal of this study was to construct secure distributed error-correction proto-
cols. Five secure protocols to decode Reed-Solomon codes are presented and analysed in
Chapter 5. The secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol and a variation, the secure subresultants
protocol, leak information on the degree of the remainder after polynomial division. The
secure Berlekamp-Massey, the secure inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey and the secure binary
GCD protocol do not leak any information.

The round complexity, the communication complexity, the multiplicative complexity and
the reconstruction complexity are analysed and summarized in Table 5.2. The round com-
plexity is one of the main performance characteristics and it is given as a function of d (min-
imum distance) and m (extension degree of the �eld Fq, q = 2m). The round complexity of
the secure Berlekamp-Massey protocol, the secure inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey protocol
and the secure binary GCD protocol is O(dm), of the secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol it is
O(d2) and the round complexity of the secure subresultants protocol is O(d). Although the
secure subresultants protocol is just a variation on the secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol,
the round complexity of the latter one is worse, because of some steps that may be skipped
in the other one. The subresultants protocol has the best round complexity, but it leaks
information on the degree of the remainder after polynomial division. The round complex-
ity of the secure Berlekamp-Massey protocol is better than that of the secure inverse-free
Berlekamp-Massey protocol, although the last mentioned was designed as an improvement.
This is caused by a summation in the inverse-free version which becomes computationally
expensive in the secure version. The round complexity of the secure binary GCD protocol
is the best from the three protocols that do not leak information.

Obviously from Table 5.2, the communication, multiplicative and reconstruction complex-
ity of the secure binary GCD protocol is the best. This is thanks to the fact that the
protocol only exists of secure multiplications and shiftings, which can be done without
interaction and local computations.

Which protocol is the 'best', depends on the demands. For sure, the binary GCD protocol
is the best when leakage is not allowed. When it does not matter some information is
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revealed, the secure subresultants protocol has the lowest round complexity.

Further research

Remove bitwise addition from secure (inverse-free) Berlekamp-Massey proto-
col The bottleneck in the secure Berlekamp-Massey and the secure inverse-free Berlekamp-
Massey protocol is the bitwise addition of integers. Since we have some variables that are
�eld elements shared in the �eld and we created some shared integer variables, it is not
possible to use the protocols from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for them. We solved the prob-
lem by representing the integers bitwise and sharing the bits as �eld elements, but maybe
the computations can be done more e�cient.

Make secure Euclid-Sugiyama and secure subresultants protocol oblivious The
secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol and the secure subresultants protocol do leak informa-
tion. It would be interesting if they can be transformed into oblivious versions that do not
leak any information anymore.

Extension to other codes The idea of secure multiparty computation of the decod-
ing of Reed-Solomon codes can also applied on decoding algorithms for other codes.
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A Mathematica: Secure arithmetic

This Appendix shows the implementation of the secure operations described in Chapter 3
and 4 in Mathematica. These operations are used in the decoding algorithms and these
are implemented as well in Appendix B.

Make a �eld of size q

<< "FiniteFields`"

<< "VectorAnalysis`"

q = 8;

SetFieldFormat[GF[q], FormatType -> FunctionOfCode[field]];

SetAttributes[{field}, Listable];

Give threshold t and number of parties n for Shamir's secret sharing

t = 2;

n = 5;

parties = field[Table[i, {i, n}]];

Share a secret s

ShareSecret[s_] :=

Module[{f}, f[x_] = s + Sum[field[Random[Integer, {1, q}]]*x^i, {i, t}];

Table[f[field[i]], {i, n}]];

Reconstruct the secret from the sharings

reconstruct[p_, s_] :=

Expand[Sum[s[[i]]*Product[pmini[p,i][[j]]/(pmini[p,i][[j]]-p[[i]]),

{j,Length[p]-1}],{i,Length[p]}]];

Secure multiplication of two shared values

SecureMultWithShares[xshares_, yshares_] :=

Module[{xyshares, allshares, SecMultShares},

xyshares = xshares*yshares;

allshares = Table[ShareSecret[xyshares[[i]]], {i, 1, Length[xyshares]}];

SecMultShares = lambda[Table[field[i], {i, n}]].allshares

];

Secure polynomial multiplication of shared polynomials, input are matrices with shares of
party i in column i, output is table with in column i the shares of party i
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SecurePolyMultWithShares[fshares_, gshares_] :=

Module[{lengthF, lengthG, lengthFG, products, allshares, SecPolyMultShares},

lengthF = Dimensions[fshares][[1]];

lengthG = Dimensions[gshares][[1]];

lengthFG = lengthF + lengthG - 1;

products = Table[CoefficientList[Expand[(Sum[fshares[[j]][[i]]*x(j - 1^),

{j,1,lengthF}]*Sum[gshares[[j]][[i]]*x(j -

1^),{j,1,lengthG}])],x],{i,n}];

For[i = 1, i <= n, While[Length[products[[i]]] < lengthFG,

AppendTo[products[[i]], 0]]; i++];

products = Flatten[products];

allshares = Table[ShareSecret[products[[i]]], {i, n*lengthFG}];

SecPolyMultShares = Transpose[Table[lambda[Table[field[i], {i, n}]].

Table[allshares[[(i - 1)*lengthFG + j]][[k]], {i, n}, {j,lengthFG}],

{k, n}]]];

Secure polynomial multiplication mod xm, input are matrices with shares of party i in
column i, output is table with in column i the shares of party i

SecurePolyMultModWithShares[fshares_, gshares_, m_] :=

Module[{matrix},

matrix = SecurePolyMultWithShares[fshares, gshares];

Table[matrix[[i]][[j]], {i, Min[m + 1, Dimensions[matrix][[1]]]}, {j, n}]];

Division with remainder

rev[k_, f_] := Expand[x^k*f[1/x]];

InvertPolynomial[fshares_,xpowert_] :=

Module[{randomInv, spoly, sharesSpoly, fsShares, fs, fspoly,

inverseFS, inverseFSshares, invF},

randomInv[x_] := Sum[field[RandomInteger[{1,q}]]x^i,{i,0,xpowert}];

spoly[x_] = randomInv[x];

While[! TrueQ[PolynomialGCD[spoly[x], x^xpowert] == 1], spoly[x_] =

randomInv[x]];

sharesSpoly = Table[ShareSecret[CoefficientList[spoly[x], x][[i]]],

{i, Length[CoefficientList[spoly[x], x]]}];

fsShares = SecurePolyMultModWithShares[fshares, sharesSpoly, xpowert];

fs = Table[reconstruct[p = Table[field[j], {j, n}], s = fsShares[[i]]],

{i,Dimensions[fsShares][[1]]}];

fspoly = Sum[fs[[i+1]]*xî,{i,0,Length[fs]-1}];

inverseFS = Expand[PolynomialExtendedGCD[fspoly, x^xpowert, x][[2]][[1]]];

inverseFSshares = Table[ShareSecret[CoefficientList[inverseFS, x][[i]]],

{i, Length[CoefficientList[inverseFS, x]]}];

invF = SecurePolyMultModWithShares[sharesSpoly, inverseFSshares, xpowert]];
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DivisionQuotient[fshares_, gshares_] :=

Module[{degf, degg, sharesRevF, sharesRevG, sharesRevGinvMod,

sharesFGinv, sharesFGinvMod, sharesQuotient},

degf = Dimensions[fshares][[1]] - 1;

degg = Dimensions[gshares][[1]] - 1;

sharesRevF = Transpose[Table[Reverse[Transpose[fshares][[i]]], {i, n}]];

sharesRevG = Transpose[Table[Reverse[Transpose[gshares][[i]]], {i, n}]];

sharesRevGinvMod = InvertPolynomial[sharesRevG, degf - degg + 1];

sharesFGinv = SecurePolyMultWithShares[sharesRevF, sharesRevGinvMod];

sharesFGinvMod = Table[sharesFGinv[[i]][[j]],

{i, Min[Dimensions[sharesFGinv][[2]], degf - degg + 1]}, {j, n}];

sharesQuotient = Transpose[Table[Reverse[Transpose[sharesFGinvMod][[i]]],

{i, n}]]];

DivisionRemainder[fshares_, gshares_] :=

Module[{sharesQuotient, sharesGQ, helprshares, rshares},

sharesQuotient = DivisionQuotient[fshares, gshares];

sharesGQ = SecurePolyMultWithShares[gshares, sharesQuotient];

helprshares = fshares - sharesGQ;

If[Dimensions[helprshares][[1]] > Dimensions[gshares][[1]] - 1,

rshares = Table[helprshares[[i]], {i, Dimensions[gshares][[1]] - 1}],

rshares = helprshares];

rshares

];

Invert a �eld element

InvertElement[xshares_] :=

Module[{z, zshares, wshares, w, winvh, winv2, winv, yshares},

z = field[RandomInteger[{1, q}]];

zshares = ShareSecret[z];

wshares = SecureMultWithShares[xshares, zshares];

w = reconstruct[p = parties, s = wshares];

winvh = Solve[winv2*w == 1, winv2];

winv = winv2 /. winvh;

yshares = Flatten[winv*{zshares}]

];

PrivExpQmin1 computes sigmabeta to the power q-1, with as less multiplications/squarings
as possible: q−1 = 2n−1, xq−1 = x∗(x∗(...x∗x2)...)2)2 n multiplications and n squarings

PrivExpQmin1[sigmabetashares_] :=

Module[{b, res, square, exp},
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b = sigmabetashares;

res = sigmabetashares;

For[i = 1, i <= ExtensionDegree[field] - 1, i++,

square = SecureMultWithShares[res, res];

res = SecureMultWithShares[b, square]];

res

];

Make subresultant matrix from f(X) and g(X)

Subresultant[coeff_, coefg_, i_] :=

Module[{revcoeff, revcoefg},

revcoeff = Reverse[coeff];

revcoefg = Reverse[coefg];

Transpose[Join[Table[

If[(l >= k) && 0 < (l - k + 1) <= Length[revcoeff],

revcoeff[[l - k + 1]], 0], {k, Length[revcoefg] - 1 - i}, {l,

Length[revcoeff] + Length[revcoefg] - 2 - 2 i}],

Table[If[(l >= k) && 0 < (l - k + 1) <= Length[revcoefg],

revcoefg[[l - k + 1]], 0], {k, Length[revcoeff] - 1 - i}, {l,

Length[revcoeff] + Length[revcoefg] - 2 - 2 i}]]]

];

Subresultantshares[fshares_, gshares_] :=

Table[Subresultant[Transpose[fshares][[l]], Transpose[gshares][[l]],

k - 1], {k, Dimensions[gshares][[1]]}, {l, n}];

Generate random �eld element

randomElement[n_, q_] :=

Module[{chosen, random, shares},

chosen = Table[field[RandomInteger[q - 1]], {i, n}];

random = Table[ShareSecret[chosen[[i]]], {i, n}];

shares = Table[Sum[Transpose[random][[i]][[j]], {j, n}], {i, n}];

{shares, reconstruct[p = field[Table[i, {i, n}]], shares]}

];

Make random m x m matrix

randomMatrix[n_, q_, m_] := Table[randomElement[n, q], {i,m},{j,m}];

Secure matrix multiplication

SecureMatrixMultWithShares[xshares_, yshares_] :=

Module[{xyshares, allshares, SecMultShares},

xyshares = Table[xshares[[i]].yshares[[i]], {i, n}];

allshares = Table[ShareSecret[xyshares[[i]]], {i, 1, Length[xyshares]}];

SecMultShares = lambda[Table[field[i], {i, n}]].allshares];
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Makes ([R],[d]) with R random matrix and d=det (R)

protocolPi0[dim_] :=

Module[{xlShares, xuShares, xlprod, xuprod, dShares, r, LShares,

UShares, RShares},

xlShares = Table[randomNonZeroSharedElement[n, q][[1]], {i, dim}];

xuShares = Table[randomNonZeroSharedElement[n, q][[1]], {i, dim}];

xlprod = xlShares[[1]];

xuprod = xuShares[[1]];

For[i = 2, i \[LessSlantEqual] dim, i++,

xlprod = SecureMultWithShares[xlprod, xlShares[[i]]]];

For[i = 2, i \[LessSlantEqual] dim, i++,

xuprod = SecureMultWithShares[xuprod, xuShares[[i]]]];

dShares = SecureMultWithShares[xlprod, xuprod];

r = Table[randomElement[n, q][[1]], {i, dim}, {j, dim}];

LShares = Table[Table[

If[i == j, xlShares[[i]][[k]],

If[i < j, r[[i]][[j]][[k]], 0]], {i, dim}, {j, dim}], {k, n}];

UShares = Table[Table[

If[i == j, xuShares[[i]][[k]],

If[i > j, r[[i]][[j]][[k]], 0]], {i, dim}, {j, dim}], {k, n}];

RShares = SecureMatrixMultWithShares[LShares, UShares];

{RShares, dShares}];

Compute determinant shared invertible matrix

detInvertible[matrixShares_] :=

Module[{int, RSh, dSh, dinv, Ssh, S, e},

int = protocolPi0[Dimensions[matrixShares][[2]]];

RSh = int[[1]];

dSh = int[[2]];

dinv = InvertElement[dSh];

Ssh = SecureMatrixMultWithShares[RSh, matrixShares];

S = Table[

reconstruct[p = parties,

Table[Ssh[[k]][[i]][[j]], {k, Dimensions[Ssh][[1]]}]], {i,

Dimensions[Ssh][[2]]}, {j, Dimensions[Ssh][[3]]}];

e = Det[S];

e*dinv];

Compute determinant from shared arbitrary matrices

determinant[shares_] :=

Module[{z, IdN, zIdN, localcomp, dets, lpolyhelp, lpoly, l},

z = RandomSample[Table[field[i], {i, 0, q - 1}],
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Dimensions[shares][[2]] + 1];

IdN = Table[If[i == j, 1, 0], {i, Dimensions[shares][[2]]}, {j,

Dimensions[shares][[2]]}];

zIdN = Table[z[[i]]*IdN, {i, Dimensions[shares][[2]] + 1}];

localcomp = Table[zIdN - Table[shares[[i]],

{j, Dimensions[shares][[2]] + 1}], {i, n}];

dets = Table[detInvertible[Table[localcomp[[i]][[j]], {i, n}]], {j,

Dimensions[shares][[2]] + 1}];

zi[d_] := Delete[z, d];

lambda[y_] := Product[zi[y][[j]]/(zi[y][[j]] - z[[y]]),

{j, Length[z] - 1}];

l = Table[lambda[k], {k, Length[z]}];

Table[(-1)^(Dimensions[shares][[2]])* Sum[l[[i + 1]]*dets[[i + 1]][[j]],

{i, 0, Dimensions[shares][[2]]}], {j, n}]];

Adding polynomial shares from di�erent lengths, for example 1 and 1+x is shared

adding[fshares_, gshares_] := Module[{fsh, gsh, max},

fsh = fshares;

gsh = gshares;

max = Max[Dimensions[fsh][[1]], Dimensions[gsh][[1]]];

While[Dimensions[fsh][[1]] < max, fsh = Append[fsh, Table[0, {i, n}]]];

While[Dimensions[gsh][[1]] < max, gsh = Append[gsh, Table[0, {i, n}]]];

fsh + gsh];

Add bitwise shared integers a en b, every bit is shared. Input are matrices a en b where the
shares of party i are in column i.

AddBitwise[a_, b_] :=

Module[{ash, bsh, c, d, m},

ash = a;

bsh = b;

c = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

d = {};

m = Max[Dimensions[ash][[1]], Dimensions[bsh][[1]]];

While[Dimensions[ash][[1]] < m, ash = Append[ash, Table[0, {i, n}]]];

While[Dimensions[bsh][[1]] < m, bsh = Append[bsh, Table[0, {i, n}]]];

For[i = 0, i <= m - 1, i++, d = Append[d, ash[[i + 1]] + bsh[[i + 1]] +

c[[i + 1]]];

c = Append[c, SecureMultWithShares[ash[[i + 1]] + bsh[[i + 1]],

bsh[[i + 1]] + c[[i + 1]]] + bsh[[i + 1]]]];

d = Append[d, c[[m + 1]]]];
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This Appendix shows the implementation of the secure protocols developed in this thesis,
run on Example 5.1.

B.1 Secure Berlekamp-Massey protocol

s[x_] = a^3 + a^4 x + a^4 x^2 + 0 x^3;

syndrome = Table[ShareSecret[CoefficientList[s[x], x][[i]]],

{i,Length[CoefficientList[s[x], x]]}];

syndrome = Append[syndrome, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}];

because s4 = 0 is otherwise not taken into account for known syndrome

sigma = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

sigmad = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

sigmaprime = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

sigmaprimed = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

omega = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

omegad = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

omegaprime = {{-1, -1, -1, -1, -1}};

omegaprimed = {{-1, -1, -1, -1, -1}};

delta = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1};

v = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

v is from left to right, so v0v1...vm

For[j = 0, j=< 3, j++,

deltaj = Sum[SecureMultWithShares[sigma[[i + 1]], syndrome[[j - i + 1]]],

{i, 0, j}] - omega[[j + 1]];

gamma = SecureMultWithShares[PrivExpQmin1[deltaj], {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} - v[[4]]];

deltajdeltainv = SecureMultWithShares[deltaj, InvertElement[delta]];

sigma = adding[sigmad,SecurePolyMultWithShares[{deltajdeltainv}, sigmaprimed]];

sigmaprime = SecurePolyMultWithShares[adding[sigmaprimed,

SecurePolyMultWithShares[{gamma},adding[sigmad, sigmaprimed]]],

{{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}];

omega = adding[omegad,SecurePolyMultWithShares[{deltajdeltainv}, omegaprimed]];

omegaprime = SecurePolyMultWithShares[adding[omegaprimed,

SecurePolyMultWithShares[{gamma},adding[omegad, omegaprimed]]],

{{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}];

v = AddBitwise[v, {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}]
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[[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

For[i = 1, i <= Dimensions[v][[1]], i++, v[[i]] = v[[i]] + gamma];

v = AddBitwise[v, {gamma, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}]

[[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

delta = delta + SecureMultWithShares[gamma, deltaj - delta];

sigmad = sigma;

sigmaprimed = sigmaprime;

omegad = omega;

omegaprimed = omegaprime;]

{reconstruct[p, sigma[[1]]], reconstruct[p, sigma[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, sigma[[3]]]},{reconstruct[p, omega[[1]]],

reconstruct[p, omega[[2]]]}

{{1, 0, 0}_2,{1, 1, 1}_2,{1, 1,1}_2}

{{1,1,0}_2,{0,0,1}_2}

These sigma and omega are correct.

B.2 Secure inverse-free Berlekamp-Massey protocol

s[x_] = a^3 + a^4 x + a^4 x^2 + 0 x^3;

syndrome = Table[ShareSecret[CoefficientList[s[x], x][[i]]],

{i, Length[CoefficientList[s[x], x]]}];

syndrome = Append[syndrome, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}];

sigma = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

sigmad = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

lambdaj = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

lambdajd = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

bigdelta = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1};

v = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

The implementation of w did not work out well, so w is just given, w at start is 0,-1,-2,-3

w = {0, 1, 1, 1};

j = 0;

delta = Sum[SecureMultWithShares[SecureMultWithShares[sigma[[i + 1]],

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}],syndrome[[1 + j - i]]], {i, 0, j}];

gamma = SecureMultWithShares[PrivExpQmin1[delta], {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} - v[[4]]];

sigma = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{bigdelta}, sigmad],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{delta},

lambdajd], {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];
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lambdaj = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{gamma},

adding[sigmad, SecurePolyMultWithShares[lambdajd,

{{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]]],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

bigdelta = SecureMultWithShares[gamma, delta - bigdelta] + bigdelta;

w becomes 1,0,-1,-2

w = {0, 0, 1, 1};

v = AddBitwise[v, {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

For[i = 1, i <= Dimensions[v][[1]], i++, v[[i]] = v[[i]] + gamma];

v = AddBitwise[v, {gamma, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

sigmad = sigma;

lambdajd = lambdaj;

j = 1;

delta = Sum[SecureMultWithShares[SecureMultWithShares[sigma[[i + 1]],

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}], syndrome[[1 + j - i]]], {i, 0, j}];

gamma = SecureMultWithShares[PrivExpQmin1[delta], {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} - v[[4]]];

sigma = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{bigdelta}, sigmad],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{delta},lambdajd],

{{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

lambdaj = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{gamma}, adding[sigmad,

SecurePolyMultWithShares[lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]]],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

bigdelta = SecureMultWithShares[gamma, delta - bigdelta] + bigdelta;

w stays 1,0,-1,-2

w = {0, 0, 1, 1};

v = AddBitwise[v, {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

For[i = 1, i <= Dimensions[v][[1]], i++, v[[i]] = v[[i]] + gamma];

v = AddBitwise[v, {gamma, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

sigmad = sigma;

lambdajd = lambdaj;

j = 2;

delta = Sum[SecureMultWithShares[SecureMultWithShares[sigma[[i + 1]],

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}], syndrome[[1 + j - i]]], {i, 0, j}];

gamma = SecureMultWithShares[PrivExpQmin1[delta], {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} - v[[4]]];

sigma = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{bigdelta}, sigmad],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{delta},

lambdajd], {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

lambdaj = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{gamma},
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adding[sigmad, SecurePolyMultWithShares[

lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]]],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

bigdelta = SecureMultWithShares[gamma, delta - bigdelta] + bigdelta;

w becomes 2,1,0,-1

w = {0, 0, 0, 1};

v = AddBitwise[v, {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

For[i = 1, i <= Dimensions[v][[1]], i++, v[[i]] = v[[i]] + gamma];

v = AddBitwise[v, {gamma, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

sigmad = sigma;

lambdajd = lambdaj;

j = 3;

delta = Sum[SecureMultWithShares[SecureMultWithShares[sigma[[i + 1]],

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}],syndrome[[1 + j - i]]], {i, 0, j}];

gamma = SecureMultWithShares[PrivExpQmin1[delta], {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} - v[[4]]];

sigma = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{bigdelta}, sigmad],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{delta},

lambdajd], {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

lambdaj = adding[SecurePolyMultWithShares[{gamma},

adding[sigmad,SecurePolyMultWithShares[

lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]]],

SecurePolyMultWithShares[lambdajd, {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}]];

bigdelta = SecureMultWithShares[gamma, delta - bigdelta] + bigdelta;

w becomes 2,1,0,-1

w = {0, 0, 0, 1};

v = AddBitwise[v, {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

For[i = 1, i <= Dimensions[v][[1]], i++, v[[i]] = v[[i]] + gamma];

v = AddBitwise[v, {gamma, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}][[{1, 2, 3, 4}]];

sigmad = sigma;

lambdajd = lambdaj;

{reconstruct[p, sigma[[1]]], reconstruct[p, sigma[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, sigma[[3]]], reconstruct[p, sigma[[4]]],

reconstruct[p, sigma[[5]]]}

{reconstruct[p, omega[[1]]], reconstruct[p, omega[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, omega[[3]]], reconstruct[p, omega[[4]]]}

{{0,0,1}_2,{1,0,0}_2,{1,0,0}_2,0,0}

{{1,1,1}_2,{0,1,1}_2,0,0}

These sigma and omega are correct.
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B.3 Secure binary GCD decoder protocol

syndrome[x_] = a^3 + a^4 x + a^4 x^2 + 0 x^3;

r = Append[Append[Table[ ShareSecret[CoefficientList

[syndrome[x],x][[i]]], {i,Length[CoefficientList[syndrome[x], x]]}],

{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}], {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}];

rstart = r;

rd = r;

s = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0},

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

sd = s;

u = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0},

{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

ud = u;

v = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0},

{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

vd = v;

For[i = 1, i =< 4, i++,

eps = PrivExpQmin1[rd[[1]]];

rho = SecureMultWithShares[PrivExpQmin2[sd[[1]]],

rd[[1]] - sd[[1]]] + {1, 1, 1, 1, 1};

rhoepsilon = SecureMultWithShares[eps, rho];

If[EvenQ[i] == False, s = SecurePolyMultWithShares[{eps}, rd - sd] + sd;

v = SecurePolyMultWithShares[{eps}, ud - vd] + vd];

r = rd + SecurePolyMultWithShares[{rhoepsilon}, sd];

u = ud + SecurePolyMultWithShares[{rhoepsilon}, vd];

u[[5]] = u[[1]];

r[[1]] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0};

u[[1]] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0};

r = Append[Delete[r, 1], {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}];

u = Append[Delete[u, 1], {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}];

rd = r;

sd = s;

ud = u;

vd = v;

]

sigma = u;

{reconstruct[p, sigma[[1]]], reconstruct[p, sigma[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, sigma[[3]]],reconstruct[p, sigma[[4]]],

reconstruct[p, sigma[[5]]]}
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{{1,0,0}_2,{1,1,1}_2,{1,1,1}_2,0,0}

omega = SecurePolyMultWithShares[sigma, rstart]

{reconstruct[p, omega[[1]]], reconstruct[p, omega[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, omega[[3]]], reconstruct[p, omega[[4]]]}

{{1,1,0}_2,{0,0,1}_2,0,0}

These sigma and omega are correct.

B.4 Secure Euclid-Sugiyama protocol

set

s0 = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0},

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

v0 = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};

s[x_] = a^3 + a^4 x + a^4 x^2;

s1 = Table[ShareSecret[CoefficientList[s[x], x][[i]]],

{i,Length[CoefficientList[s[x], x]]}];

v1 = {{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

mu = 2;

i = 1;

deg s1 > mu, do

i = i + 1;

q2 = DivisionQuotient[s0, s1];

s2 = DivisionRemainder[s0, s1];

v2 = SecurePolyMultWithShares[q2, v1] + v0;

l = 0;

reconstruct[p, s2[[5]]] != 0

False

l = l + 1;

reconstruct[p, s2[[4]]] != 0

False

l = l + 1;

reconstruct[p, s2[[3]]] != 0

False

l = l + 1;

reconstruct[p, s2[[2]]] != 0

True

Now they know deg s2 becomes deg s2 - l
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Dimensions[s2][[1]] - 1 - l

1

1 < 2 so they set

sigma = v2

omega = s2

sigma coe�cients:

reconstruct[p, v2[[1]]]

reconstruct[p, v2[[2]]]

reconstruct[p, v2[[3]]]

{1, 1, 1}_2

{1, 1, 0}_2

{1, 1, 0}_2

omega coe�cients:

reconstruct[p, s2[[1]]]

reconstruct[p, s2[[2]]]

{0, 1, 0}_2

{1, 0, 0}_2

These sigma and omega are correct.

B.5 Secure subresultants protocol

generator = {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0},

{0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}};

s[x_] = a^3 + a^4 x + a^4 x^2;

syndrome = Table[ShareSecret[CoefficientList[s[x], x][[i]]],

{i, Length[CoefficientList[s[x], x]]}];

j = Floor[(d - 1)/2] + 1;

e = 0;

e = 0, do (j = 1, since j = 2 is the degree of the syndrome)

j = 1;

subj = Table[Subresultant[Transpose[generator][[k]], Transpose[syndrome]

[[k]],j], {k, n}];

invR = invertibleR[Dimensions[subj][[2]]];

W = SecureMatrixMultWithShares[invR, subj];
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revealW = Table[reconstruct[p, Table[W[[k]][[i]][[j]], {k, n}]],

{i, Dimensions[W][[2]]}, {j, Dimensions[W][[3]]}];

e = Det[revealW]

{1, 0, 1}_2

e != 0, so they continue

Winverse = Inverse[revealW];

Sinverse = Table[Winv.invR[[k]], {k, n}];

Now they set sigma as the lower d - 1 - j = 5 - 1 - 1 = 3 elements of the rightmost column.
Omega is the product of the syndrome and sigma mod x4.

sigma = {Table[Sinv[[k]][[4]][[4]], {k, n}], Table[Sinv[[k]][[3]][[4]], {k, n}],

Table[Sinv[[k]][[2]][[4]], {k, n}]};

omega = SecurePolyMultModWithShares[sigma, syndrome, 4];

{reconstruct[p, sigma[[1]]],reconstruct[p, sigma[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, sigma[[3]]]}

{{1, 1, 1}_2{1, 1, 0}_2{1, 1, 0}_2}

{reconstruct[p, omega[[1]]], reconstruct[p, omega[[2]]],

reconstruct[p, omega[[3]]], reconstruct[p, omega[[4]]]}

{{0, 1, 0}_2,{1, 0, 0}_2, 0, 0}

These sigma and omega are correct.
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